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Editor’s Note

2018 was one hell of a year, no matter which way you look at it. We saw our neighbours to the south grappling with an ever-moredire political situation, with the fires of hate being continually stoked by an irresponsible, incompetent, and corrupt administration.
Access to abortion has become precarious in many places. Transgender rights have been under fire or “debate” on both sides of
the border. Racists and misogynists have been emboldened as their prejudices have been reflected and reaffirmed in the highest
levels of government.
The world is a scary place.
The other day, someone mentioned a call for pitches for Women in Horror month which requested that writers not get political.
My jaw dropped.
Even at the best of times, it’s foolish to believe that we can fully separate art from politics. At times like this, when so many are
threatened with the loss of hard-won rights, when so many are taught that justice will never be theirs and that the crimes against
their bodies will go unpunished, when so many families are torn apart out of spite and prejudice, how can we possibly approach
art and media with an uncritical and apolitical eye? Particularly during a month meant to celebrate diversity? (Lest we forget, this
is also Black History Month!)
I started Grim to create a space for deeper analyses and to showcase a variety of diverse voices. I believe that the personal
is political, that our lived experiences and cultural frameworks help us to understand art, and that these conversations are
interesting, meaningful, and vital. Over the past 14 months or so, the support and enthusiasm for Grim has been both astonishing
and deeply gratifying. I’ve been blessed to work with so many talented and brilliant writers and, of course, our resident artist
CC Stapleton. Thank you to the amazing Joe Lipsett and Gina Freitag, my editorial dream team. Thank you to everyone who
has believed in us, spread the word, supported our Indiegogo, attended our events, or sent us love notes. And thank you to our
Platinum sponsor, Ryan Couldrey’s horror short A Fistful of Molars, as well as the rest of our advertisers.
2018 was one hell of a year.
												
												

Valeska Griffiths
@bitchcraftTO
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writer and has contributed to the Encyclopedia of Japanese Horror Films, Encyclopedia of Racism in American
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reviews for www.cinemaaxis.com. She dodges commuter zombies daily.

Mari Ramsawakh is a writer, workshop facilitator, and podcaster. They have written for Xtra, Bitch Media,
Nuance, and other publications. Mari also co-hosts and produces the podcast Sick Sad World. Mari’s work
is focused on increasing representation for marginalized people in journalism and in other forms of media.
They can be found on twitter @merkyywaters. [Photo: Darryl Pezzack Photography]

CC Stapleton is an artist and writer from Atlanta. Having studied art history in college, specifically
Renaissance-era devotional iconography, she can find—and rave at length about—the symbolism
embedded into anything. She contributes to Bloody Good Horror and Anatomy of a Scream, and hosts
her own podcast Something Red, uncovering haunted worlds pressed betwixt pages. She welcomes you
to get dark with her on twitter @callsinthenight.

Meagan Navarro is a Texas-based writer, columnist and horror movie fanatic. In addition to her weekly
columns ‘It Came From the ‘80s’ and ‘Butcher Block’ on Bloody Disgusting, Meagan’s horror ramblings
have also appeared on Birth.Movies.Death. Follow her genre musings on twitter @hauntedmeg.

Cecilia Abate is a horror academic and independent researcher whose work primarily zeroes in on the
intersections of gender, representation, and genre. Her main workspace, Horror Scholar, can be found at
www.facebook.com/horrorscholar, or on twitter at @ScholarHorror.

Danielle Ryan is a freelance writer with a passion for things that make people uncomfortable. A cinephile
before she could walk, she writes for /Film, Daily Grindhouse, Birth.Movies.Death, and others. She also
occasionally guests on podcasts, where you can hear just how fluently she swears. Her current obsession
is how horror cinema allows us to examine race, gender, and sexuality and understand viewpoints quite
different from our own. You can find her on twitter @danirat.
Elizabeth Grice has always loved creepy stories. She has an MA in English Literature from Queen’s
University, where her research focused mainly on reanimated corpses in Gothic fiction. Since her main
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currently editing a collection of erotica, Dressed in Black, inspired by the works of Edgar Allan Poe for
Circlet Press. You can find her on twitter @JenWilliams13 and at www.goodreads.com/JenniferWilliams.
Jess Peacock is the author of Such a Dark Thing: Theology of the Vampire Narrative in Popular Culture (“Smart
and insightful” - Fangoria). He has contributed to Religion Dispatches, Famous Monsters of Filmland,
currently writes the ‘Hallowed Horrors’ column for Rue Morgue, and his similarly titled book is scheduled
for release in 2019. He is currently a PhD candidate living in Chicago and can be found on Twitter and
Instagram @SuchADarkThing.
Joe Lipsett is a TV addict with a Film Studies background. He co-created TV/Film Fest blog
QueerHorrorMovies.com and writes for Bloody Disgusting, That Shelf, The Scoop, and Anatomy of
a Scream. He enjoys graphic novels and dark beer, and he plays multiple sports (adequately, never
exceptionally). Follow Joe on twitter @bstolemyremote and join the Bstolemyremote FB group for daily
TV and film updates!
Jordan Mulder is a writer in Minneapolis, Minnesota. A former hairstylist, she now spends her time
writing about anything spooky and watching too much anime. She’s an English major with a passion for
Victorian Literature and cats.

Julia Lynch is a writer from Toronto who’s been working in the ad industry for 7 years. When she was a
kid, her best friend told her Chucky was real and to this day she believes that’s true. Find her on twitter
and Instagram @julialynched.
Kathleen Killian Fernandez & Chris Vander Kaay are a husband and wife writing team who agree on
almost everything except whether or not 28 Days Later should be considered a zombie movie. They’ve
written award-winning short films and their first feature premiered in 2014. They’ve written for Bloody
Disgusting and Deseret News. After years of championing the idea that the horror genre should be taken
seriously, they hope the idea is finally catching on. Follow them on twitter @ckvanderkaay.

Rayna Slobodian is an old goth who enjoys reveling in the darker side of life. Outside of working full-time,
she spends her free time as a graduate student at York University. Her research topics have included
outer space settlements, anti-aging, astronomers, death, immortality, and poverty. For fun, Rayna enjoys
experimenting with her creative side through cosplay. She is also a songwriter and has released two
albums. She plans to work on a new album following her master’s thesis.
Sonia Lupher is originally from the Pacific Northwest, but moved east to pursue a doctoral degree in Film
Studies at the University of Pittsburgh. She is the founder and editor of Cut-Throat Women: A Database of
Women Who Make Horror (@cutthroatwomen). You can follow her on twitter @SoniaLupher.

Sophie Day may be one of the wimpiest-est horror fans you’ve ever met, but she wears that title like a
badge of honor. She is a contributor to Bloody Good Horror—where she enjoys being accused by trolls of
being an angry feminist—and is one of the hosts of the podcast Behold an Electric Terror.

Suri Parmar If one were to describe Suri as the sum of three fictional characters, she’d be equal parts
Joanna from The Female Man, Hazel from Seconds, and Adventure Time’s Marceline the Vampire Queen.
She has written and directed award-winning short films that have screened all over the world. She
includes Angela Carter, Kelly Link, and the Wachowskis among her literary influences and is a diehard fan
of America’s Next Top Model. Follow her on Instagram @SOTEfilms.
Tessa Bahoosh is a film studies graduate, writer, pitbull lover, and publishing professional based in Boston.
Her writing has been featured on Film Inquiry, Shakespeare & Punk, and The Brattle Theatre Film Notes.
She nurses a special love for horror centered on the working class and culturally specific ideas of the
monstrous. You can find her on twitter @tessabahoosh.
Valeria Villegas Lindvall is a Mexican ghoul living in Sweden. She is a PhD student in Film Studies at
University of Gothenburg, where she is currently conducting research about Latin American horror film with
a feminist focus. She is also part of the editorial board for MAI: Feminism and Visual Culture (maifeminism.
com), journal founded by Dr. Anna Backman Rogers and Dr. Anna Misiak, and has also worked in several
publications, most prominently at Rolling Stone Mexico. She is on twitter and Instagram @morenadefuego.
Valeska Griffiths is the creator and editor of Anatomy of a Scream and the executive editor of Grim. She
balances a passion for maple syrup with a love for blood, has written about genre film for several websites,
and contributed to Scared Sacred: Idolatry, Religion and Worship in the Horror Film from House of Leaves
Publishing. She spends her time critiquing slasher films, watching makeup tutorials, and living deliciously.
October is her natural habitat. Connect with her on twitter @bitchcraftTO. [Photo: Ryan Couldrey]
Zack Long is the editor-in-chief of Scriptophobic.ca, a site dedicated to helping genre writers improve
their craft. When he isn’t researching film, studying screenplays, or helping writers, Zack can be found
meditating, studying neuroscience and psychology (for fun!) and writing obsessively. In his spare time he
is a lover of cats and a muppet of a man.

B lo od Ri tes:
The Terror of Tampons
by Sophie Day

I got my first period on November 11, 2007. I remember it
precisely because I spent the after-school hours at a birthday
celebration for the boy I had a crush on and I hadn’t been
feeling well. When I got home, lo and behold, I discovered I
had “become a woman.” I couldn’t drive yet and had years of
adolescence left to live, but, all of a sudden, I was a woman.
One might imagine that a momentous occasion such as
realizing your womanhood might warrant some sort of
celebration, or at least some light fanfare. Instead, I called
my mom and maybe my closest girlfriend and went about
my day.
I grew up in a very body-positive home. My mom spoke
openly with me over the course of several conversations
about sex and all the changes my body would undergo. She
was always available to answer questions and never wanted
me to feel alone. But, I also grew up with older and younger
brothers. I was expected to conceal not only my bloodied
tampons and pads, but even the packaging they came in.
My mother taught me to hide the wrappers in toilet paper
before I threw them away, lest one of the men in the house
should see. I can still vividly remember when my younger
brother and I would fight over who got to use the shower
first after a day at the beach. All I had to do was brandish a
tampon—still unused and in its paper wrapping—for him to
forfeit his spot and run away screaming. What on earth was
he frightened of?

As I came of age, I was taught that my menstruation and all
its associated symptoms were something not to talk about
beyond the sphere of my mother and girlfriends. When I
was seventeen, I got my first IUD, which caused me to have
a heavier flow and extra-excruciating cramps during my
cycle — but I never mentioned them to anyone. As I started
dating, I sought to hide my monthly flow unless it impacted
a partner’s desire to have sex. A simple “I’m on my period”
meant I wasn’t going to enjoy myself, but I could still make
sure he had fun. As though my body’s normal function was
something I somehow had to make up for.

“
“

I was taught that my menstruation and all
its associated symptoms were something
not to talk about beyond the sphere of my
mother and girlfriends.
Through my viewing of horror movies, though, this all began
to change. I first watched Carrie in college. On this initial
viewing, my heart ached for the girl who crouched in the
gym shower as her classmates threw “feminine hygiene
products” at her and jeered and yelled, “plug it up, plug it
up!” I felt anger and frustration for her. I cheered as she
found strength in the changes she was undergoing and
realized they didn’t make her dirty or less than she had been.

On the contrary, she became her full and true self. When
I revisited the film a few years later in college as part of
an independent study about religion and American horror
films, I wrote about a common theme in the films I watched
— a fear of women who have reached their sexual maturity.
I found that I related to these characters and, by extension,
began to question systems that tried to suppress or hide
the realities of womanhood.
When I graduated from college, I visited a male friend and
potential romantic partner on my way back home. I was on
my period during this visit. Dutifully, I hid every tampon
and every wrapper, even going so far as to dig through his
bathroom trash so that I could bury them further down.
The second night I was there, we decided to rent Ginger
Snaps. I will never forget the scene where Brigitte speaks to
the school nurse about her concerns regarding her sister.
Ginger, the teacher assures her, is simply going through the
typical changes that a young woman experiences as part of
the normal course of puberty. As the well-meaning teacher
explains what exactly happens to a woman’s body during
menses, my friend turned to me with no irony in his voice
and said, “That is so gross.”

roommate. He asked why she hadn’t packed enough to
last her until she moved back home over the summer and,
looking bashful, added, “girls only get their periods once a
year, right?” And this goes beyond personal anecdotes —
men at NASA asked Sally Ride if 100 tampons would be
enough for her week-long trip to space.

“

I found that I related to these characters
and, by extension, began to question
systems that tried to suppress or hide the
realities of womanhood.
We, as a culture, don’t talk much about menstruation, and
when we do we sanitize and disembody it. We give it clever
names like Aunt Flo or the Monthly Visitor. Commercials
show how efficiently pads can hold a clear blue liquid that
in no way resembles what comes out of any woman’s body.
Horror movies might be the most visceral and direct way
many men ever deal with women’s periods, and can still
be the first place women see other women empowered
by such an event. There are certainly still films that
questionably use a woman’s period — particularly her first
one — as a portent of some coming darkness. But, as more
women get behind the camera, we will almost certainly see
more films using this power for good. And that’s something
we need, both for the sake of those who menstruate and
those who don’t.

I was hurt. I felt ashamed and angry. But the reality is he
had no experience with menstruation, even secondhand.
It reminded me of another male college friend who, when
accompanying me on a Walgreens run, was confused
when I told him I needed to grab some tampons for my
5
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Growing Pains
Adolescent Murderesses in Stoker
and Thoroughbreds
by Elizabeth Grice
Stories of horror and the adolescent
experience are natural complements
to one another. Being a teenager can
be an unsettling experience—to say
the least—and one of the reasons that
horror (and horror-adjacent) films are
so special is that they’re excellent at
telling stories about common struggles
and concerns using highly uncommon
situations.
Though I’m far from the first person to
point out or discuss this relationship,
I’ve always found it interesting,
particularly when it relates to stories
about young women. Stoker (2013)
and Thoroughbreds (2018) are two
films that I find especially interesting
in their representations of feminine
adolescence. India Stoker (Mia
Wasikowska) of Stoker (2013) and Lily
(Anya Taylor-Joy) of Thoroughbreds
(2018) share the same set of
advantages in life—both are pretty,
white, and immensely wealthy—
but they also share the same set of
problems. Both girls, having recently
lost their fathers, are troubled by a
strained relationship with their mother
and the unwelcome presence of a
domineering stepfather figure. Both
young women also reach adulthood
and obtain their independence by
committing murder.

husband for two years. At least.”
Unsurprisingly, the two neither go
shopping, nor get ice cream together.
Evelyn’s comment: “Come on, all
these years of hunting trips with [your
father] and all I’m asking for is one
afternoon with me,” suggests that she
has long felt rejected by her daughter.
However, near the end of the film,
India quietly responds that her mother
was too “busy” to brush her hair;
there is the suggestion that Evelyn is
partially responsible for the distance
between them. And, of course, Evelyn
further strains her relationship with
India when she begins a romance with
Richard’s younger brother shortly after
Richard’s funeral.

“

Both young women also
reach adulthood and obtain
their independence by
committing murder.
When India’s Uncle Charlie (Matthew
Goode), appears for Richard’s funeral

and announces to India that Evelyn
has invited him to stay (indefinitely,
it seems), but that he’d still like India’s
permission, it’s clear that she doesn’t
really have a say in the matter. India
openly dislikes and distrusts Charlie
from the very beginning. She rejects
the ice cream he brings her; refuses
to get into a car with him, opting to
ride the school bus instead; and when
he tells her that he’d like to be friends,
her response: “We don’t need to be
friends. We’re family,” summarizes her
irritation perfectly.
By moving into the house, Charlie
has already shown that he plans to
stay, regardless of whether India cares
for his company or not. Since Evelyn
is eager to have Charlie live in the
house, she too ignores India’s feelings.
Later on, things get truly bonkers:
Charlie presents India with a pair of
shoes (high heels, for her eighteenth
birthday), confesses that he’s spent
the past eighteen years in a mental
institution thinking about her and
that he killed her father, then asks her
to help him kill Evelyn and run away
with him to New York.Even though it
seems that India might be intrigued
by Charlie’s proposition, the reality is
that he has once again left India with
no actual choice. He’s planned every
detail, right down to her footwear.
Lily of Thoroughbreds lives in a slightly
less gothic situation than India, but
her problems are essentially the
same. Her father has been dead for a
year or two by the time the events of

the movie take place (he died while
she was in ninth grade, though not
under suspicious circumstances)
and her mother has since remarried.
Like Charlie Stoker, Lily’s stepfather,
Mark (Paul Sparks)—a man fond of
tennis, home workout machines,
and katanas—is an unsettling and
domineering character.

“

Lily of Thoroughbreds lives
in a slightly less gothic
situation than India, but
her problems are essentially
the same.
Mark, in his first scene moving darkly
across the room in his cycling clothes,
makes the line “just grabbing my
juice” feel ominous. If you haven’t
seen the movie, trust me on this:
Mark adds a whole new dimension
of menace to juice cleansing and to
every scene in which he appears.
Furthermore, Mark seems hellbent on eliminating Lily’s personal
freedom. Midway through the film,
he tells her that a down payment has
already been sent to Brookemoore, a
school for troubled girls, where Lily
will board next fall. Later, he informs
her that after Brookemoore, he
will stop supporting her financially.
Though Lily initially insists to her
friend Amanda that she’s “trying
very hard to have a pleasant and
mature relationship with [Mark],” it’s
evident that, as Amanda points out,
Lily despises Mark—and that Mark
despises Lily.
Like Evelyn Stoker, Lily’s mother,
Cynthia (Francie Swift), consistently
takes her new romantic partner’s side
over her daughter’s. During Cynthia’s
first scene, Lily finds her mother in a
tanning bed in the basement. Cynthia
explains that Mark installed the bed
because he likes it when Cynthia has
“a little colour.” This scene illuminates
two alarming details about Lily’s
home life. First, Mark—like Charlie—
is a controlling figure who seems to
have an affinity for keeping women
enclosed
in
climate-controlled

India and her mother, Evelyn (Nicole
Kidman), appear to have had a tense
relationship even before the death of
India’s father, Richard. When Evelyn
suggests that she and India go out
together the day after Richard’s
funeral, India shuts her down
immediately: “In Victorian times, a
widow was expected to mourn her
7

boxes in the basement. Second, the
conversation indicates how eerily
accommodating Cynthia is to Mark’s
wishes. When Lily asks with obvious
concern how long her mother has
been in the tanning bed, Cynthia’s
cheerful, casual delivery of the line
“not long,” trivializes that concern.
This isn’t the only time that Cynthia
does that. When Amanda asks
Lily if she’s ever spoken with her
mother about how uncomfortable
Mark makes her, and adds that Lily’s
mother would probably care about
something like that, Lily’s terse
response (“You’d think”) suggests that
she has tried to talk to her mother and
been dismissed. Moreover, though
Cynthia tries to make Brookemoore
sound more appealing and attempts
to frame the situation as though Lily
has a choice in the matter (“We feel
really good about Brookemoore”;
“We think you’d do really well in a
supportive environment”), Mark’s
follow-up comment about the down
payment shows that Lily has as much
say in this decision as India has about
Charlie living in the Stoker family
home. Cynthia always speaks gently
with her daughter, but Mark is clearly
running the show — and Lily, like
India, appears trapped.
It’s in the ways that India and Lily
break free from their home lives
that the two stories take different
approaches. Throughout Stoker, India
is a mysterious character. Although
she acts as the audience’s main
8

point-of-view, she is a mostly silent
observer. Near the end of the movie,
as India learns more about Charlie—
and herself—it looks like she may
really want to run away with him.
(Either way, her fantasy sequences
imply some sort of infatuation with
him.) However, as all of the pieces
finally fall into place—the shower
scene revelation that India’s sexual
excitement is tied to murder, the fact
that Charlie has killed the only person
she truly admired (as well as several
other people), and her conversation
with Evelyn when she explains that
her father taught her “to wait in
silence” and “watch everything” on
their hunting trips—it is both a shock
and a surprisingly natural conclusion
to India’s story when she rescues her
mother by shooting Charlie with a
hunting rifle.
India’s opening voice-over, where
she explains that after “a lifetime of
longing, longing to be rescued, to be
completed” she has finally realized
that “to become adult is to become
free” is a surprisingly lovely sentiment
coming from a young woman who has
just come into her own as pathological
killer. (She also shoots the sheriff
on her way out of town, possibly
to pull suspicion further away from
Evelyn, who remains in the family
home, but also quite possibly just
for fun.) By deciding to leave town
and begin her own life, India—having
determined that her uncle needed to
be stopped, but choosing to keep the
expensive shoes he gave her, along

BECOMING A MONSTER:

with a blouse from her mother and
a belt that belonged to her father—
has finally found the completion she
hoped for, and rescued herself. She
has also, it seems, forgiven her mother
for their differences over the years.
In a twisted way, the end of Stoker is
almost heartwarming.
The end of Lily’s journey to adulthood
is an interesting inverse of India’s. The
biggest surprise at the end of Stoker
is that India has been waiting for the
right time to kill Charlie, but feels
protective of her mother, despite the
obvious tension between them. (At
one point Evelyn literally says to her
daughter: “Personally speaking, I can’t
wait to watch life tear you apart.”
And she means it.) What we see at
the end of Stoker is a deeper level of
complexity to India’s character: she’s
an unflinching killer, but not as coldhearted as she seemed to be.
In contrast, the twist at the end of
Thoroughbreds is that Lily is much
more cold-hearted than we’ve been
lead to believe. Lily starts out by
frequently expressing concern for
others and their feelings (skipping
the horse passage during SAT prep
with Amanda, worrying about her
mother in the tanning bed, etc.), and
it’s only after a scene where Mark
berates Cynthia that Lily begins to
think seriously about murdering
him. However, it’s worth noting that
by this point, Mark has already told
Lily that she has no choice about
Brookemoore, and she has responded
by tampering with his bicycle, causing
a minor accident. There’s a strong case
to be made that Lily is only using her
mother as justification for what she
has already decided to do.

maids, aren’t we?” which Amanda
responds to by agreeing that Mark
has always been “a cock.” But she also
adds an important qualifier: “Honestly,
he’s not […] that off-base. I mean,
empathy isn’t your strong suit, but
you know that. You’re great in other
ways.” Throughout the movie, there
are indications that Amanda isn’t
nearly as heartless as she declares
herself to be, and that she and Mark
may have an accurate read on Lily.
The murder is Amanda’s suggestion,
and Tim (Anton Yelchin), the local drug
dealer whom the two girls rope into
their scheme, repeatedly tells Lily not
to let Amanda “talk [her] into” murder,”
pulling attention away from Lily’s role.
However, while Tim and Amanda
unenthusiastically run through the
logistics of the anticipated murder,
neither notice that Lily is playing with
Tim’s gun in the background. Lily is,
as Tim fails to notice, the only who is
really invested in—or stands to gain
from—Mark’s murder.

“

There’s a strong case to be
made that Lily is only using
her mother as justification
for what she has already
decided to do.
In the movie’s final scene, after Lily has
framed Amanda for Mark’s murder—
and gotten away with it—Lily, like India
at the end of Stoker, looks glamorous,
composed, and very grown up. She’s
on her way to a lunch interview at a
prestigious university; life is finally
going her way. Having justified Mark’s
murder to herself, and convinced
herself that Amanda doesn’t mind

As genuinely awful as Mark is, there’s
an important scene where he levels
accusations at Lily: “You couldn’t
possibly understand someone else’s
point of view, could you? Not mine,
not your friend’s, definitely not your
Mom’s, because, in your brain, all
these people are just little offshoots
of your consciousness. We’re all your

being locked up, Lily’s final remark to
Tim—that she never read the letter
Amanda sent her from a mental
institution—is fully believable.
In
several
scenes
throughout
Thoroughbreds, we see a close-up
photo of child-Lily on a horse. It’s not
until the end of the film, during the
scene that reveals the contents of
Amanda’s letter, that we finally see
the full version of the original photo.
Amanda keeps it up on her wall in the
institution: a young Lily and Amanda
riding horses together. In the end, we
see how Lily and Amanda each view
their friendship. For Lily, Amanda is
literally out of the picture. There’s no
implied reconciliation with Cynthia or
Amanda for Lily; Lily has gotten the
freedom that she wanted, and she
isn’t looking back.
Although murder isn’t the conventional
(or advised) pathway to independence,
it’s notable that both movies use a
domineering stepfather figure as the
final obstacle for a young woman to
face before she can, as India puts it,
“become free.” Both Charlie and Mark
embody tyrannical authority, having
replaced the fathers that India and
Lily genuinely miss. Stoker is a gothic
thriller that ends on a surprisingly
optimistic note, while Thoroughbreds
is a dark comedy that ends on a
cynical one; both films, however,
present an exaggerated family drama.
At the end of the day, they also tell a
timeless story: no matter how much
one parental figure doesn’t get you,
or how controlling the other may be,
eventually you’ll be able to leave.
And that narrative is anything but
frightening.

Troubling Transformations in Rape Revenge Stories
by Julia Lynch
Who does a woman become after she
is raped? What does she become? If
we look to films directed by people
named Steven and Wes and Ruggero,
written by people named Stuart and
Vincenzo and Mier, she doesn’t go
to the police (one of the hardest
and bravest things she will ever do).
Nor does her story become one of
overcoming Post-Traumatic Stress
Disorder or attempting to heal.
Through those men, and because
sex makes violence even more
exciting, she becomes an object who
relentlessly hunts her assailants. She
stands up, and becomes something
less than human, a violent and
gruesome thing, hellbent on revenge
for our entertainment.
When I was young and first getting into
horror—magazines, movies, comics,
whatever I could get my hands on—I
read over and over again how I Spit On
Your Grave (1978) was an important,
iconic piece of cult horror cinema. So,
eventually I bought it and watched it.
I understand the concept of the
“exploitation film”, but this wasn’t
how the movie was presented in
the pages of horror magazines. It
was a CLASSIC. I sat through a
movie written and directed by men,
featuring a 30-minute rape sequence
choreographed by men, telling a story
about how a woman (Camille Keaton)
is driven to kill because of a violent
assault.

woman who was forced down, raped
vaginally, anally, and orally, and left
for dead. Look what that turned her
into. She is finally strong. She can
finally defend herself. This is what it
took; rape has made her stronger.”

“

She stands up, and becomes
something less than human,
a violent and gruesome thing,
hellbent on revenge for our
entertainment.
So I Spit On Your Grave wasn’t for me.
But people have called it feminist…I
rationalized that it must be a warning
for men: this is what will happen if
you fuck with the wrong girl. But
men who rape don’t see themselves
as malicious, dangerous small-town
goons. Brock Turner was a Stanford
boy with a bright future, Woody
Allen is a misunderstood genius, and
most women who come forward are
accused of lying. “Boys will be boys.”
Men don’t see themselves as the
monsters portrayed in these films, so
that just leaves the filmmaker’s intent.
I Spit On Your Grave was made in
the late ‘70s, so surely it was a wellintentioned but misguided effort? In
the commentary for the Millennium
Edition DVD, director/writer Mier
Zarchi said he was inspired to make

I was…confused. This wasn’t a story
for me. This was not a film that drove
me to beat my chest and raise my
fists and scream, “Now this is how a
woman should be. She represents
how we should deal with violence
perpetrated against us.”
And why didn’t it? Because this film
was actually telling me, “She couldn’t
protect herself before, but see what
she has become! Cheer for this
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the movie after helping a young
woman who had been raped in New
York. Was he was so moved by her
story that he had to capture a horrific
gang-rape on film? (Two gang-rapes
actually—in the first film alone). The
reality is that Zarchi exploited that
woman’s trauma, then told that story
in the commentary and I’m not sure
why. Perhaps he thought it would
make him look like a good guy? This
woman’s traumatic event has been
milked for 40 years—at the very least it
is used as an excuse for the violence—
and, in so doing, it has inspired a cult
classic, a remake, two sequels to the
remake, and an upcoming sequel to
the original.
Critic Luke Y. Thompson of The New
Times said, “Defenders of the film
have argued that it’s actually prowoman, due to the fact that the
female lead wins in the end, which is
sort of like saying that cockfights are
pro-rooster because there’s always
one left standing.” Preach, dude.
I Spit On Your Grave is hardly the first
story to use violence against women
as a “phoenix moment” as Jessica
Chastain put it on Twitter. You have
your Kill Bill (2003), your House on
the Edge of the Park (1980), your Tess
of the D’Urbervilles (1891), and even
your Greek mythology (700 BC). The

I was talking to a friend about her
recent ectopic pregnancy. The zygote
had snuggled up where it wasn’t
supposed to be, too off track to even
be aborted in the normal way. The
doctors had given her a shot of chemo
to attack the little bundle of swiftly
multiplying cells. She hasn’t been
feeling well, which is to be expected.
She told me it’s hard to talk about;
she’s not sad, exactly, but it feels
personal and political at the same
time, and every possible reaction is
endowed with implications.

list goes on and on. Violence against
women is so often used as a plot
device it’s become ingrained in our
culture. It’s normal. Because what
else would or could women need to
transform into something deadly and
powerful? Well, whatever it is, we
have to look sexy while it happens.
In The Last House on the Left (1972),
Mari (Sandra Peabody) is a ferocious,
modern young woman who tells her
parents, “no one wears bras anymore.”
She goes to see a band called Blood
Lust (can Mari and I be friends?) and
talks about how “making it” with the
band would be “soft like cotton.” She
has all the defiance of youth...until
she’s raped and murdered. And I get
it. There are other themes going on:
Free love. Feminism. The Vietnam
War. Moral panic. But Mari’s rape
isn’t even the vehicle through which
she rises from the ashes. Her parents,
the kind doctor (Richard Towers) and
his charming and charismatic wife
(Cynthia Carr) go full fucking Kevin
McAllister. But with chainsaws. And
cummy dick biting.
This story about the darkest parts of
who Americans were at the time, and

what war did to men and boys and the
uselessness of the government could
have been told without the rape and
murder of Mari and her friend. It could
have done without the transformation
of two bright young women into
vessels for middle-class rage.

leaves her for dead. The attack is
gruesome and uncomfortable, but
we see it through Jen’s eyes and the
rape isn’t exploited. It’s not for us
and she never loses her humanity.
She becomes something more, not
something less. Not erased.

Violence against women is so
often used as a plot device it’s
become ingrained in our culture.

And really, the fact that we had to
reclaim rape really says something
about the state of things.

“

There are exceptions, of course,
because every genre must be defied
after it’s been defined. Revenge
(2017), directed by Coralie Fargeat,
tells us the story of Jen (Matilda
Lutz)—a young woman who owns
and commands her sexuality. She’s a
fun, if not naïve, young woman who is
cornered and raped by her boyfriend’s
hunting buddy. The scene is hard to
watch, but does not linger on her
form; we only hear her screams,
which are drowned out by a NASCAR
race on TV.
It is the men who are the focus. The
fat one who ignores her; the violent,
childish predator she is left to; and
the misogynist, who betrays her and
11

Sometimes it feels like there is no good
way to respond to the knowledge of
your own body and its inner workings.
When I had my own pregnancy scare,
I thought about my dad, warning me
to never assume a boy has considered
or cares about this exact possibility.
I wondered if that could possibly be
true. It didn’t seem like it could be,
and yet that is exactly what is scary:
realizing you don’t know. You may be
alone in your perception and feelings,
just as your partner may be alone in
theirs.
Maybe this is why pregnancy is such a
popular feature in horror. A demonic
pregnancy arc can be just as terrifying
as any werewolf story; despite
dutifully trying to follow social rules,
an individual slowly loses control of
their body, drifting further and further
from their comforting, normative
lifestyle. In certain cases, pregnancy

The Belly & The Beast:

Gendered Terror in Pregnancy Horror
by Tessa Bahoosh
can represent themes antithetical
to horror: stability, normativity,
contented unity, new life. In horror,
these themes are often twisted
into their opposites: deviation,
disappointed hopes, alienation, death.
Considering the capacity of the genre
to reflect this nuance, it follows that
this trope can also reveal radically
different forms of horror, depending
upon the chosen perspective and the
emotions bestowed by the viewer.

“

Sometimes it feels like
there is no good way to
respond to the knowledge
of your own body and its
inner workings.
Natal horror is a subgenre halved
by its two approaches, yielding two
entirely different results. We see,
from the masculine perspective, the
horror of beginning to distrust your
closest partner; and simultaneously,
yet in a completely different universe,
we see the horror of being a woman

Women don’t need to suffer through
violent attacks to find our intensity or
strength. We don’t need to be raped or
gutted. We have been fighting against
violence since the dawn of man. Tell
me stories about women who rise
above by finding the strength inside
themselves, not strength “given” to
them by the fists and dicks of men
who hate them.

going through an intimate, violating
experience. Films such as vidio G.
Assonitis’s Beyond the Door (1974)
and Leigh Janiak’s Honeymoon (2014)
chart a woman’s loss of control over
her body and life, but both films
largely derive their terror from the
sense that she is becoming inhuman,
unknowable, and threatening to those
around her. On the other hand, Roman
Polanski’s Rosemary’s Baby (1968),
Alain Robak’s Baby Blood (1990),
and Alice Lowe’s Prevenge (2016) all
explore the horrific possibility that
your body can be turned and used
against your will.
I want to acknowledge that these
narratives are determined by very
cisnormative
understandings
of
gender; indeed, the subgenre depends
on it. Pages could be dedicated to
exploring the ways in which films
like Ridley’s Scott’s Alien (1979) and
David Cronenberg’s The Fly (1986)
suggest alternate forms of birth, with
new life bursting violently from male
bodies. Maybe these particular fears
will eventually fall apart, but we are
still at a place, culturally, where the
collapse of expected gender roles
causes disruption and alarm.
This is especially obvious in films like
Honeymoon and Andrzej Żuławski’s
Possession (1983), both of which
include scenes in which the female
lead, suffering from her possessionvia-pregnancy, falls apart in the
domestic sphere. In Honeymoon,
newlywed Bea (Rose Leslie) forgets
how to cook breakfast for her husband
and herself, boiling water instead
of coffee and leaving her French
toast unbattered; in Possession, the
quickly deteriorating Anna (Isabelle
Adjani) stuffs dirty clothes into the
refrigerator, and when her husband
suggests he take over, she snaps back,
“It’s my job!”

We have always had to tell our own
truths, attempting to make people see
the reality of womanhood while being
scorned, abused, and mistrusted.
It isn’t due to violence that we are
powerful.
We are powerful in spite of it.
12

In Honeymoon, the first hint of the
larger narrative comes in the form
of an awkwardly covert exchange.
Picking up on a strange comment from
her new husband, Bea asks, tentative,
“Do you want to have a baby?”
Paul (Harry Treadaway) answers
defensively, as if the suggestion is
ludicrous. He encourages Bea to
brush the thought aside, and she
tries to do so, seemingly appreciative
of his levity. There’s a way to read this
scene along misogynistic stereotypes,
with the over-anxious woman taking
things too seriously, but it shouldn’t
be surprising that the conversation
means more to Bea than it does to
Paul. It is, as Paul keeps reminding
her, Bea’s womb. This is the tiny
fracture that begins to make all their
other differences more apparent. In
the following scene, Bea reminisces
about her childhood in a hunting
family, referencing memories he finds
disturbing. He laughs, nervous, and
asks, “Who are you?” As Bea begins
to act strangely, protecting her new
secret, he will repeat this question
with intensifying degrees of alarm.
Losing your ability to connect with
the person who is supposed to
understand you is alarming, but it’s
hard for me to fully accept it as the
primary source of horror, when the
same narratives feature women
dissolving from the inside out. The
woman turns to a husk rapidly, or
fades away entirely, integrating fully
with the horrible thing inside of her.
Honeymoon ends with Bea sitting
alone in the rural cabin, her body
flaking, white, and lined with veins.
Soon, no part of her will survive.

also seems she may have birthed
it during a frenzied episode in the
Berlin underground. In coded terms,
she tells Paul that she miscarried
something there, and gave birth to
something else. Death and life have
passed through her together, and
there is no recovery from such an
experience.

“

We don’t ask a haunted
house how it feels to be
haunted.

Bea has experienced a kind of
irreversible possession, still in effect
even after the alien in her womb
has been expelled. She is inherently,
permanently altered. This is how
we talk about haunted houses: Hill
House is evil by virtue of the evil it
contains.
Although Honeymoon does grant
moments of sympathy with Bea’s
panic, ultimately, the film is told from
Paul’s point of view. When presented
from the male perspective, pregnancy
horror leaves little room for the
pregnant woman to process her own
inward disintegration or grieve her
loss of self. She becomes increasingly
inhuman, her life filtering into the life
of her sort-of child, and thus cannot
possibly retain her full humanity. We

don’t ask a haunted house how it
feels to be haunted.
All the same, it is sometimes easier to
comprehend horror from the outside.
Possession creates a remarkable
image of feminine anxiety and rage,
but still retains a fairly narrow focus
on the husband’s perspective. At the
opening of the film, Anna and Mark
(Sam Neill) are already struggling
through the disintegration of their
marriage. Although Mark doesn’t
know it yet, Anna is a year into an
affair with the charismatic Heinrich
(Heinz Bennent); she has also already
developed a nurturing relationship
with a slimy, tentacled creature
that is growing more and more
humanoid under her care. She has
taken the creature as a lover, but it

Adjani gives a performance I don’t
have the vocabulary to describe (is
there a word for when you forget the
actor is a human being, rather than
an exquisite, falling puppet?). The
narrative, however, still belongs to
Mark. He is the one bearing witness,
calling the arrangement between
his wife and himself “not proper”
and demanding that she “restore
order.” He is the voice with which the
audience is meant to align, even when
he beats Anna bloody and screaming.
Possession maintains a mobile and
intimate camera, creating a limited
focus; when Mark leans down to run
his hand over Anna’s clothing, the
camera dips with him. For much of
the film, the scope of the camera and
Mark’s focus are exactly the same.
As Anna
toward
becomes
Unlike

falls further and further
inhumanity, this focus
striking and upsetting.
in
Honeymoon,
the

disintegrating
woman
is
not
illustrated here through physical
deterioration to the same extent.
Instead, Anna writhes and convulses,
screams, froths, and lets her eyes
roll backward into her skull. It seems
impossible to ignore, and yet the men
in her life seem incredibly willing to
pretend their communication could
still follow the same rules. At one
point, Mark attempts to broker peace
by suggesting they try to just “stick
together peacefully.” Sitting placidly
on the couch, Mark speaks evenly,
while Anna convulses wildly beside
him. In a film where the actors spend
so much time throwing themselves
and each other around the sets, this
is a rare moment in which a character
is not in frantic, sloppy motion. The
idea that Anna could join Mark in this
measured state feels absurd. It’s like
they are in separate universes. It’s like
he cannot hear her at all.
Even in these films, so oriented around
a male perspective, I find myself
empathizing with the demonized,
demonic women. This is where I
find the real, hidden horror story:
the possibility that you could enter a
role that demands you sacrifice your
personhood, but this sacrifice may
not be acknowledged or mourned.
For both Mark and Paul, the only
possibility of understanding their
wives is to put them in familiar but
irrelevant terms. We see this in Mark’s
agonized questioning of Anna and
Heinrich’s relationship: “Do you love

Visit www.spinstersofhorror.com, where
two horror bitches come together to
share their passion and love for all
things horror.
Follow us on Twitter: @HorrorSpinsters
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him? Does he love you? Do you want
to live together and have a family?
Am I in your way?” She can only shake
her head and cry, barely verbal. Anna
is beyond the label of “bad mother,”
her internal rupture deeper than the
domestic sphere. Mark’s concern that
she is neglecting their son is justified
(she screams more than once that she
wishes they had never had him), but
it is miles away from the horror Anna
herself is experiencing.
As a teenager, I remember learning
that most cisgender women will
have a number of early pregnancies,
naturally terminated by our bodies
before we know it’s happening. At
sixteen, this idea felt shocking, but
it doesn’t anymore. When you’re
forced to develop a relationship with
your own reproductive system, you
give it some latitude. I do my best to
forgive my body its hiccups. We’re
in this together...until we’re not. In
one crazed moment near the end
of Possession, Anna gives a wail that
could summarize my most agonized
moments of personhood, from
puberty through birth control: “I’m
afraid of myself!” she screams. “I’m
the maker of my own evil!”
I’m not afraid of myself anymore—
but the strangeness, the partition,
the angry maternal protectiveness
toward my own body?
That I feel, and can’t stop feeling.

The Soskas Get Rabid
Canada’s Twisted Twins talk body horror,
Báthory & battling abuse.
by Valeska Griffiths

differently. We focus on different
details. It’s so important to get
perspective through art because
it helps us develop empathy. If we
don’t see a group represented, we
don’t empathize with them because
we don’t know their stories. Women
have huge emotional capacities.
That can be very powerful when
creating a film. You can kill someone
in a horror film and not care about
them or you can kill someone off and
make that death the biggest moment
of the whole movie. If you don’t feel
anything, why are you watching?
What is the art fulfilling? Women are
excellent at moving you.
You’ve said that your dream project
would be a film about Elizabeth
Báthory, the Blood Countess. What
would be your dream remake? What
film do you think could be amazing if
approached with a different angle?

Since releasing their debut feature Dead Hooker in a Trunk in 2009, filmmakers Jen and Sylvia Soska have
continued
to create
and incisive
thatout
reflects
uniquepolitical
collaborative
vision
and
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Currently,
this interview. We have chosen not to remove this issue from circulation out of respect for our talented
the pair are helming the upcoming, much-anticipated remake of David Cronenberg’s 1977 classic, Rabid.
and brilliant contributors and because history teaches important lessons.
They took time out of their busy post-production schedule to answer some questions about Rabid, gender
politics, and the epidemic of sexual abuse in the film industry.
The best remakes take new contexts
or perspectives into account, so I
was thrilled and intrigued to find out
you two were attached to the Rabid
remake. It seems like a film ripe for a
feminist retelling. Without getting too
spoilery, how will your Rabid differ
from Cronenberg’s original?
Sylvia: That’s a testament to the
genius of Cronenberg. It’s over 40
years since the original and yet there
are so many themes from stem cell
research to a sexually aggressive
world for a biological vampire to just
go to town on. We come into a very
rabid current world, this is a horror
film about being in a woman’s world
and a woman’s body long before we
get to the body horror aspect and
we really highlight that by having our
Rose work in the cutthroat world of
fashion.

Jen: The two films are the best
examples of male gaze versus female
gaze. The story itself is incredibly
similar but it is told from Rose’s point
of view. Rose in the original didn’t
have a job, a last name, or even really
an identity outside of being Hart’s
girlfriend. We’ve given our Rose a
full life and struggle with identity.
There is a real struggle of identity in
the world. Women were told for a
long time we’re supposed to fit into
this box but many of us are waking
up and rebelling and realizing that
getting married and having kids isn’t
really what we want, it’s the role
society expects us to play.
Body horror, to me, has always seemed
most interesting as a woman’s genre—
so many of our natural biological
functions and body parts are already
viewed with a certain horror. What do
15

you think we gain when women tackle
the genre?
S: Women understand women and
what it is to be a woman very well.
It’s the skin we live in. It’s the world
we walk out into. Our world is not
safe. Even as young girls we’re taught
what to do when we are stalked by
men. We are told how to look and
act in media all around us. It can
be a frightening experience being
a woman and women understand
those delicate nuances that they
have experienced. I think both
genders do lovely with body horror
—I mean, I could not be here without
the great medical knowledge of
David Cronenberg who first came up
with the idea for a biological vampire.
J: Women see things differently
from men. We experience the world

S: Báthory was an intelligent,
ambitious woman who was held
back by the times and ended up
doing some truly evil things for her
amusement. Plus, she hung out
with sorcerers and necromancers. I
mean, how is this not a film? We’re
Hungarian, and the language has
suffered throughout the years, so
it would be important to keep it
in Hungarian. We also have a very
political film about a devastated
Hungary post World War I. We’d
have to be doing really well for
someone to fund that one!
J: I’d love to do Báthory justice.
One day. I’d love to remake Dead
Ringers. Twins don’t get to tell twins’
stories often. Twins are used in
media as sexual objects, punchlines,
or parodies. It would be nice to see
actual twin relationships represented
that reflect the reality of those
relationships. It’s tough to remake
something as some films are soaked
in nostalgia. As long as you honor the
original and bring something of value
that’s new, you’re headed in the right
direction.
What is your process when
collaborating together on a film? Has
the division of duties changed much
since Dead Hooker in a Trunk?

S: You know, I’m glad to say it hasn’t.
Jen is my best friend. We have a really
good time together. In good and pure
hell—we’ve made films in both—it’s
good for you to remain a constant in
the insanity of it all. Without Jen, the
films wouldn’t get made. She takes
on a lot of the producing duties and
keeps the ship running. She’s great
with people. She’s even great with
difficult people. She remains calm
and eloquent, gets the job done.
She loves the monsters, animals, and
action—so she’ll be heavily involved
in all of that. I keep the ship moving
on the ground. We’ve both tackling
so much together that it works well.
We have a good sense of humour
which keeps us sane.
J: It’s the same. Divide and conquer.
I love working with Sylv. It’s nice to
have one person you can completely
rely on. I still am the one to leave
set if someone has to leave set.
Usually to put out metaphorical fires.
I spend more time producing than
I’d like and often not being credited
for the trouble. We like to say once
the train has left the station there’s
no stopping. I’ll go prep FX early
and make sure they have what they
need and I’ll be getting what I need.
I head back to camp to make sure
everything is running smoothly. Sylv
works closely with the DP. I’m more
with the AD. Both of us work with
the actors. It’s wonderful that there’s
two of us. I’m not sure how or why
one director does it alone.
You two have been very outspoken
about the culture of sexism and abuse
in Hollywood (much appreciated, by
the way). I worry that the outrage is
lip service that won’t last beyond the
current moment. Do you see things
starting to truly shift?
S: The current moment annoys
me because it’s got great potential
voices that say nothing. Rami Malek
won for Bohemian Rhapsody as did
the film while the Hollywood Foreign
press know damn well that Bryan
Singer is a pedophile. A lot of people
in entertainment do what benefits
and promotes them and don’t put
themselves at risk to stand up for
those who can’t defend themselves.
I was shocked when I watched An
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Black Widows
Can’t get enough of the Soskas’ storytelling? Be sure to check out their
new Black Widow series for Marvel
Comics (illustrated by Flaviano). It
isn’t often that the female Avenger
is actually written by women, and
we’re excited to see where the story
goes! The first issue is now available.

Open Secret; it not only had survivors
and predators on camera coming
clean but also revealed a predator
on SAG that was a representative for
kids. It’s disgusting.
The only thing we can do is use our
voices to stand up each and every
time something happens. Luckily,
Jen and I are the directors on this
project; we have a lot of pull in
making sure people are protected,
which doesn’t always happen. I
had conversations where I was told
some other directors wouldn’t have
gotten involved or stood up for that
crew member because it didn’t affect
them. Every time horseshit flies, it
affects us. We need to be proud to
be loud about it.
J: No, things aren’t shifting where
they need to be. Not in the places that
have become corrupt, not with the
awards shows, not with the studios,
not with the agencies that pimp their
clients out, not with the pedophiles
that still work with children. It
sickens me that everyone is not more
outraged. It’s a big problem but it can
be cleaned up. The sad truth is many
of the stars we love are part of the
problem. Either they did things they
regret now or they looked the other
way. The change I do see is in young
people, as well as many of the men
and women and nonbinaries working
in the industry. They are being loud.
They are demanding change. And
eventually the youth will be the ones
in power and believe you me they are
a result of generations of repression.
I hope more than anything people
will stop supporting artists who are
predators. No excuses.

Thank you. We need more voices like
yours. A lot of people react strongly
to women creating art in maledominated spaces. How do you react
to pushback or unfair criticism?
S: I’ve cried all the tears I have for
mean comments. It doesn’t hurt you
as much as your family reading them.
The most successful people I know
don’t make art for other people, they
make it for themselves. I’m proud
of the work and we actually get a
lot more love than hate. Hell, I even
talk to the meaner people online and
they usually change their tunes pretty
quick. Being nice is a strong power.
J: I’m so used to hearing it. At this
point I see it for what it is: unchecked
mental illness and a lack of self love.
Much of the time it comes from a
lack of feeling love from women or
a maternal figure. I know when I get
that stuff it is not about me. I got
teased in high school and I’ve been
torn apart by “fans” and reviewers
because they don’t like our art or
that we’re making it. Someone at
peace with themselves isn’t going to
fly off the handle because they don’t
like or maybe understand your film.
What many forget or don’t seem
to realize is that art is incomplete
without the viewer. When you
observe art you add your opinion or
interpretation and the art becomes
complete. If you hate something
so passionately there’s a root you
should be uncovering and healing.
You don’t need to be screaming into
the void of social media, attacking
artists because you’re feeling low.
You are famously supportive of female
filmmakers. Did you have any female
mentors when you were starting out?
S: Watching how Mary Harron
created American Psycho made me
want to be a director. It’s like I never
even realized a woman could be a
director until I saw her do it. Lord
knows no one encouraged women
to be anything more than actresses
when I started. She’s been so kind to
us throughput the years. Even gave
us advice on the Rabid cut.
J: Mary Harron has been so generous
to us. I just love her. They don’t

let many of us female filmmakers
through the gate. She has been there
for us throughout and was a saving
grace of sanity throughout Rabid.
Such a sensible, articulate, brilliant
artist. I’m still quite humbled to know
her. Eli Roth was the first director to
ever accept us into the circle. He’s
one of those cool guys that never
pretends he doesn’t know you no
matter what level of fame you have.
Do you have any advice for young
women looking to get into directing?
S: You are probably already more
qualified and ready than we were
when we made Dead Hooker in a
Trunk—and look how far we’ve come.
You can do this. Make sure that
storytelling is something you need to
do and that you are willing to make
nothing at it for years because you
love it so much. Make sure your first
project is something you will want
to talk about for the rest of your life
and for it to be your calling card. Get
everything high production value
that you can get for free—animals,
cars, bars, churches, forest—and
write a script around it. Shoot it
on your phone. Do not wait for
permission. Get it made now! Also,
we do filmmaker contests all the
time. Follow our social media and see
if there’s a challenge that will inspire
you to pick up the camera!
J: Do it. Be undeniable. Make and own
your own content. Build a fanbase.
Chat with people who comment. Be
you. It’s a very hard industry that a
lot of people want to get into. Make
sure you’re doing it for the right
reasons. Some people want to be
rich and famous but really just need
to love themselves. If you are looking
for love here, look elsewhere. The
highs you see, but no one talks about
how bad the lows are. You need to
be able to handle both. Learn. Be
humble. Be grateful. Work hard every
day. And most importantly ladies, for
all the ladies coming after you and
all the ones who came before, do
not let shit slide. Don’t take abuse.
Don’t tolerate hate speech. See
something? Say something. This is
the generation that will end abuse in
this industry by giving monsters no
place to hide.
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Incest, Death & “The Bad
Parent” in Splice
by Joe Lipsett
Vincenzo Natali’s Splice isn’t a subtle
film. The 2009 Canadian sciencefiction horror film, about two hotshot
scientists who play God by creating
a genetically modified humanoid
creature that ultimately destroys
them, is filled with homages and
callbacks to horror classics. The film
wears its influences on its sleeve—
from its main characters named
after the lead actors of Whale’s Bride
of Frankenstein, to its Alien-esque
creature reveal sequence and the
positively Freudian/Oedipal antics
of the third act—and yet Splice is
entirely its own film.
Elsa (Sarah Polley) and Clive (Adrien
Brody) are married geneticists on
the cusp of a medical breakthrough.
Splice opens with a series of POV
shots from the perspective of
their latest creation: a gelatinous
blob creature cobbled together by
splicing the genes of a bird, a horse,
a fish, a kangaroo, a lizard, a snail
and flora. Natali and Antoinette Terry
Bryant’s script immediately evokes a
combination of “mad scientist film”
and “new parent birthing drama,”
though Elsa and Clive’s enthusiasm
for their new progeny is immediately
contextualized to reveal they’re not
doing anything out of the goodness
of their hearts.
A WIRED cover story and a meeting
with their shady corporate overlord
at Newstead Pharma confirm their
ground-breaking scientific practice
is as driven by a desire for celebrity
and notoriety as it is for discovering
the cure for a variety of ailments.
These new parents are the scientific
equivalent of Hollywood momagers: supportive and proud of their
progeny principally as a means to
achieve fame and fortune.
When the Newstead meeting doesn’t
go the way they expect and the pair
find their careers at a crossroads,
Elsa and Clive lean into their
counterculture, WIRED personas

and perform a highly unethical and
illegal experiment. The decision to
introduce human genes into the
equation is (obviously) ill-advised,
but Elsa, in particular, refuses to have
her ambition curbed by the corporate
greed of big Pharma. Even while
Splice wants its audience to side with
its rebellious protagonists, however,
the horror movie accelerated editing
and ominous music cues us that Elsa
and Clive are making a grave mistake.
At its core, Splice is deeply concerned
with issues of pregnancy and parenting.
Despite the fact that Elsa and Clive do
not birth any of their “children” in the
traditional sense, the film continually
interrogates the relationship (or is it a
fine line?) between creator and parent.
After a series of unsuccessful attempts
to introduce the anonymous DNA of a
human Jane Doe into the genetic mix,
Elsa proposes a new donor (spoiler
alert: it’s her). Naturally, this new splice
works and before you can say Species,
the embryo implanted in the artificial
womb is growing at an accelerated
rate and ready for delivery.
Natali and Terry Bryant’s script
routinely throws obstacles in Clive
and Elsa’s paths, and their differing
reactions to these curveballs are
incredibly telling. Clive frets about
discovery, using every setback
to encourage terminating the
creature’s life. Elsa, whose family
history is the only one explored in
the film, constantly advocates that
they continue the experiment for
its scientific merit (even though it
is increasingly evident as the film
progresses that she is attempting
to compensate for her own rocky
upbringing by protecting this new
creature).
The gendered discrepancy in their
reactions becomes a significant
source of conflict as Splice barrels
towards its third act, when the
creature, now named Dren (Delphine
Chanéac, in a near silent role), has
matured.
Dren’s
evolution—from
pod
with teeth to exoticized adult—
is presented as accelerated and
alarming, but it also allows Splice to

move Elsa and Clive through various
stages of parenthood in a compressed
timeframe. The older Dren gets, the
more attached Elsa becomes. This is
exemplified in sequences when Elsa
must swaddle baby Dren to feed
her, when it is suggested that the
girl’s unnatural growth will result in
a short life span, her delight when
Dren uses Scrabble pieces to spell,
and, most significantly, when Dren
falls ill (before it is revealed that she
has gills). Elsa’s shift from boundarypushing scientist to disgruntled
mother is evident not only in a
change of wardrobe (leather jackets
give way to heavy knits), but also in
Polley’s dialogue delivery and her
tense body language.
Financial setbacks at the lab and
increasingly suspicious employees
threaten their safety, prompting the
unnatural nuclear family absconds
to the country and Elsa’s dilapidated
childhood home where the film’s
“bad parent” narrative comes full
circle.
Splice documents not only Dren’s
evolution as a sci-fi creature, but
also how parental responsibilities
transforms
Clive
and
Elsa’s
relationship. As Dren matures—in
both her appearance and her need for
freedom and sexual connectivity)—
she becomes more difficult to
control. The move to the farm, and
Elsa’s self-imposed isolation in
order to dedicate herself wholly to
her “daughter,” contributes to the
simmering tension in the mother/
daughter relationship. Not only is
Elsa struggling to avoid replicating
her abusive relationship with her
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own mother, she’s picking up on the
burgeoning rift in her marriage as
the sexual chemistry builds between
Clive and Dren.
The film is notorious for the
moment that Clive and his surrogate
“daughter”
consummate
their
relationship, but it is a disservice to
the film to suggest that this instance
of quasi-incest is its only memorable
aspect. Clive’s susceptibility to
Dren’s seduction is inevitable; it has
been telegraphed since Dren caught
sight of him making love to Elsa from
behind a curtain (in fact, it can be
inferred that this act of voyeurism
helps him to achieve climax). Splice
uses the incestuous encounter to
condemn Clive’s hypocrisy about
originally attempting to murder Dren
in the bath and his supposed “good
cop” dad role; it exposes him as a
weak, easily manipulated fool, in
addition to a bad father and partner.
In Splice, there are no fixed definitions,
especially when it comes to gender,
sex, and parenting; they are all
malleable, fallible, and evolving.
Natali’s film may not be subtle, but
its examination of a deeply flawed,
morally ambiguous nuclear family
is incredibly provocative. Splice,
with its controversial sexuality,
its body horror and, yes, its Sarah
Polley-ness, is deeply rooted in the
history of Canadian (science-fiction
horror) films. It truly is one of a
kind: simultaneously spectacular,
uncomfortable, and unapologetically
transgressive.
Vincenzo
Natali
waited 10 years after his break out
Cube to make this film, but Splice will
live on in infamy forever.

The Salacious Sisterhood of the She-Wolf
Female Werewolves in Pop Culture
by Danielle Ryan
Throughout
history,
Western
society has demanded that women
behave more demurely than men.
Following the spread of those pesky
patriarchal Abrahamic faiths across
Europe, women were expected
to submit to their husbands and
maintain their purity. As far back as
the Middle Ages, women who “didn’t
behave” were considered a danger
to proper society. Superstitious as
people were in those days, they
often chalked bad female behaviour
up to one of two things: witchcraft
or lycanthropy.
Despite
stories
of
wolfmen
appearing as early as 2100 BCE,
the female werewolf first appears
in Topographia Hibernica (1188).
The tome, a geography of Ireland by
scholar Gerald of Wales, describes
two kindly werewolves (one male
and one female) who receive
communion from a priest. Aside from
witch trials, the female werewolf
disappears from popular culture
until a bodice-ripping revival in the
Victorian era. Lycanthropy became
an excuse for lust, as women grew
more constrained by the rules of
propriety (as well as corsets). While
male werewolves in every era sated
their stomachs, female werewolves
were after something a little more
carnal.

England. Stoker’s Dracula (1897),
Shelley’s Frankenstein (1818) and
Stevenson’s Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll
and Mr. Hyde (1886) all left their
mark on the monsters of pop culture.
Werewolves saw a resurgence in
popularity due to their allegorical
nature. In a dour century, someone
had to get a little hairy. Werewolves
let Victorian characters run wild—
with the era’s standard puritan
repercussions.

“

As far back as the Middle
Ages, women who “didn’t
behave” were considered a
danger to proper society.

Lycanthropy and witchcraft were
still deeply entwined throughout the
19th century and werewolves were
often described as satanic beasts.
Marryat’s “The White Wolf of the
Hartz Mountains” episode from
the novel The Phantom Ship (1839)
describes a demonic, shapeshifting
femme fatale. In 1865, scholar
Sabine Baring-Gould noted the ways
a woman might use witchcraft to
give birth to werewolves in The Book
of Werewolves: Being an Account of a
Terrible Superstition.

Lycanthropy as an allegory for
sexual awakening and female desire
extended well past the Victorian
era into 20th- and 21st-century
filmmaking. Movies like The Company
of Wolves (1984), Ginger Snaps
(2000), She-Wolf of London (1946),
Howling II (1985), and Trick ‘R Treat
(2007) associate female lust with a
werewolf’s hunger.

It’s not surprising that most stories
about female werewolves from this
era paint them as sinners and sexual
deviants. Women were regularly
put into sanitariums for hysteria.
Madness was associated with the
moon, as were menstrual cycles.
Lunacy (from the Latin “luna” or
“moon”) could be confused with
lycanthropy, after all. Instead of
listening to women, European
society created new ways to explain
their “mysterious” behaviours.

Propriety Spawns New Monsters
Most of our conceptions of modern
monsters originated in Victorian

One major exception to the generally
anti-feminist werewolf stories is
Clemence Housman’s The Were-wolf,
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published near the end of the century
in 1896. In Housman’s debut novel
(illustrated by her brother), a strongminded, sensual woman named
White Fell is both a werewolf and
the object of a man’s desires. His lust
for her is what destroys them both,
and Housman’s werewolf is one of
the few for whom typical puritan
condemnation is not responsible
for her demise. This may be in part
because Housman was a determined
Suffragette and outspoken feminist
herself.
Hollywood’s
History
of
the
Scandalous She-Wolf
The first werewolf film, The Werewolf
(1913) surprisingly features female
werewolves. Written by Ruth Ann
Baldwin, the silent film told the story
of a Navajo spiritualist who turned
her daughter into a wolf to carry out
vengeance against invading white
settlers. Unfortunately, all prints of
the film were destroyed in a 1924
fire at Universal Studios.

Queen of All Werewolves: Striga.
Regrettably, Howling II was a critical
and commercial failure. (Lee even
allegedly apologized to Joe Dante,
director of the first Howling, for
starring in such an abysmal film.) The
werewolf queen is at least suitably
sexual compared to her lycanthrope
ancestors, and there is a full-blown
werewolf orgy.
Similarly sexual but much better
appreciated is Neil Jordan’s The
Company of Wolves, based on the
story by Angela Carter. The Company
of Wolves is a Little Red Riding Hood
story, making it quite unlike other
werewolf tales. Charles Perrault’s
telling of Le Petit Chaperon Rogue in
17th century France was a morality
tale about the dangers of climbing
into bed with strangers. The young
lady in the story wears a red hood,
which represents her virginity and
first menses.

In The Company of Wolves, this
metaphor for budding sexuality
becomes the focus of the film itself.
A young teen resting during her
first menstrual period dreams of
a fairytale world where she must
fight lecherous men and wolves at
every turn. Sexual promiscuity and
deviance are depicted as great evils.
Our heroine must learn to keep her
purity to herself and trust no one—
especially if they’re male and their
eyebrows meet in the middle.
While The Company of Wolves is not
technically about a she-wolf, it deals
with the same metaphors: a woman’s
sexual nature is depicted as wild and
feral, and she must do whatever it
takes to remain a part of civilized
society.
Contemporary Carnal Canines in
Cinema
The Red Riding Hood fable would

“

Instead of listening to
women, European society
created new ways to
explain their “mysterious”
behaviours.

receive another update in Michael
Dougherty’s 2009 anthology film
Trick R’ Treat. In one of the film’s
intertwining stories, Laurie (Anna
Paquin) is dressed as Red Riding
Hood on Halloween night when she
goes out with her female friends.
They are dressed much more
sensually and are clearly on the
prowl for men. Laurie is nervous and
talks about her “first time” and there
is a sense that her purity is in danger.
Of course, the opposite is revealed
to be true when Laurie seduces and
then devours her date, turning into a
werewolf among her pack.

“

...a woman’s sexual nature
is depicted as wild and
feral, and she must do
whatever it takes to remain
a part of civilized society.

Before there was Trick R’ Treat,
however, there was Ginger Snaps.
The Canadian feature turned the
genre on its head and embraced the
similarities between lycanthropy
and menstruation. When Ginger
(Katharine Isabelle) is bitten by a
werewolf shortly after getting her
first period, she begins to change.
She becomes sexually promiscuous
and bloodthirsty, terrifying her
younger sister. She embraces the
change, declaring that she is a
“goddamn force of nature” and
that the transformation “feels like
touching yourself”.
Ginger Snaps’ allegory for female
sexual awakening and lycanthropy
seemed to inspire a wave of other
films, though not all were strictly
werewolf cinema. Since Ginger Snaps
clawed its way into the hearts of
genre fans, films like Jennifer’s Body
(2009), When Animals Dream (2014),
and Raw (2016) dove deep into the
bloody mess of female puberty and
sexuality. As society grows more
comfortable discussing gender,
sexuality, and puberty, these themes
will continue to be explored in
werewolf cinema. As long as women
are expected to behave, we’re going
to have werewolf women exposing
the feral side of femininity.

Female “werewolves” wouldn’t grace
the silver screen again until 1946,
in Jean Yarborough’s B-movie SheWolf of London (though Yarborough’s
film doesn’t really deliver, as its
titular she-wolf is simply revealed
to be a murderess). Daughter of Dr.
Jekyll (1957) deals with themes of
monstrous transformation, but even
it isn’t quite a werewolf story.
It wasn’t until Howling II: Your Sister
is a Werewolf (1985) that another
true she-wolf would tear up the
big screen. The film pits monster
hunter Christopher Lee against the
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There are three things our Survivor
will certainly be: cis, white, and
thin. Across the board, the Survivor
is always cis and white, even when
these movies try to be different
and “inclusive”. Just take a look at
Hush (2016), whose main character,
Maddie (Kate Siegel) is a deaf cis white
woman; or the latest instalment of
Halloween (2018), which finds Jamie
Lee Curtis reprising her iconic role as
Laurie Strode decades later, finally
offering the Final Girl position to
an older woman. But still, she is cis,
white, and thin.

“

But who actually
gets to be the
survivor? Who is
this figure that we
are rooting for?

From Victim to Survivor:
A Critical Analysis
by Mari Ramsawakh
Horror movies are rife with
transformations, from werewolves
to zombies to any number of
fictionalized monsters. But there’s
no transformation quite as common
in the genre as that of going from
victim to survivor. It’s permeated
horror for decades. All you have to
do is look up the Final Girl trope.
She is the sweet and pure character
who outlives all her friends in slasher
movies. And we love the unlikely
survivor.
We love to root for her. We love
to watch her go from timid and
inexperienced to being able to

confront her assailant to the bloody
death. There is something powerful
in watching someone go from
defenceless and hopeless to literally
standing on top of their enemies. We
can imagine ourselves in their shoes.
It tells us that, if it were us, we’d be
the Final Girl. We can watch Sydney
(Neve Campbell) from Scream (1996)
standing over her attempted killers
and think to ourselves: Yeah, I could
do that.
Indeed, it is the Final Girl archetype
that we often think of in these
stories. It’s so believable because of
all the nightmarish things that tend
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to happen to non-male characters.
Their lives are in constant danger
and yet they persevere, so we have
to believe in the Final Girl because
we want to believe that that’s who
we can be, too. When the threat
of physical and sexual assault are
constantly looming, we need to
believe in surviving the worst of the
worst. We are all just mere moments
away from finding ourselves in our
own horror movies. And we have to
hope that we get to be the survivor.
But who actually gets to be the
survivor? Who is this figure that we
are rooting for?

Even in these changing times, we are
only ever shown the ‘pretty white
girl’ as the Survivor. It’s possible that
it might have something to do with
what we expect of pretty, white, thin
girls. We expect these girls to be
delicate, fragile, and defenceless, so
when they defy those expectations,
it’s empowering and hopeful.
But not all women and non-binary
people are viewed through this lens.
Not transfeminine individuals, who
are so often portrayed as predators
or deceivers; or women of colour,
especially Black women, who are
viewed as aggressive and unfeminine.
If they aren’t thin enough, then they
aren’t victims; they have caused their
own problems. Even Ellen Ripley
(Sigourney Weaver), one of the few
butch Survivors, had to strip down
to her underwear in Alien (1979)
before she could join the ranks of
Final Girl. And aside from Hush,
disabled people are more likely to be
the villains than they are the victim.
If you aren’t viewed as delicate and
feminine, the transformation into a
Survivor becomes less impressive.
You are no longer a helpless victim.

You are no longer undeserving.
Consider the duality of Buffy (Sarah
Michelle Gellar) and Faith (Eliza
Dushku) from the TV series, Buffy
the Vampire Slayer. They are both
Slayers, but Buffy represents the best
of what it is to be a Slayer and Faith
represents the worst. The difference
between them? Their backgrounds.
Buffy is a feminine, middle-class,
white cheerleader who has been left
unprepared for her future as a Slayer.
Before becoming the Slayer and
burning down her high school, she
was even portrayed as Daddy’s Little
Girl. She’s the perfect victim. She
doesn’t deserve what’s happening
to her, but she does amazing
things while in the role. Dainty and
beautiful and your typical suburban
teenage girl.
Faith, on the other hand, is poor,
tough, and most likely suffering from
mental illness due to past traumas.
She’s sexual and aggressive. When
she makes mistakes, she’s not a good
girl in a bad situation. She is the bad
situation. For most of the series,
she is treated with disdain, disgust,
and distrust by the Buffy gang.
For a while, she’s even the villain.
Throughout the series, Faith is put
into a coma and locked in prison.
Whereas Buffy’s mistakes make her
a better Slayer, Faith’s make her a
worse leader.
Basically, to be a victim that deserves
to be transformed into a Survivor,
to be the Survivor the audience
roots for, you have to abide by
normative rules and standards. Not
only do you have to be the right
race, the right class, and possess
the right body type, you also have
to behave in the right way. You can’t
be “promiscuous”; you can’t be too
confident or cocky; and you can’t
break the rules.
You have to do everything ‘right’.
And it’s a rhetoric that’s eerily similar
to the victim-blaming that happens
to sexual assault survivors. Did you
do anything to invite it? Was there a
reason you were picked?
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Consider the obligatory girl in the
slasher movie who shows her breasts
in a sex scene. We all know she’s not
going to survive, because the girls
who give it away are breaking the
rules and don’t deserve to survive.
They aren’t victims; they’re not even
seen as fully developed characters.
They are just prey for a predator
that we cheer for in that moment.
But, at the same time, you can’t be
completely helpless, either. You have
to begin as a perfect teenager, a
perfect child, or a perfect girlfriend
in order to become the Survivor we
cheer for. Otherwise, you’re just
another inconsequential body.

“

If you aren’t
viewed as delicate
and feminine, the
transformation into
a Survivor becomes
less impressive.
While there are some movies that
attempt to break away from the trope,
we need more storylines in which
more diverse and more complex
characters survive, because it’s not
just the conventionally attractive
that deserve to survive. We need
to tell stories of survivors who start
off tough to begin with. We need to
show that the transformations they
undergo as the trauma they face
escalates are just as powerful and
impressive.
But we also need movies where
we don’t have to transform into
someone hard, cold, and ready to kill
to survive.
We need stories where we can
remain soft, compassionate, and
loving even when we’re surviving.
We need stories where we can
transform into somebody kinder—
and still make it out alive.

Andrea Subissati & the Shift to a New Rue
by Valeska Griffiths
Sociologist. Rollergirl. Zombie Scholar. Writer. Podcast Host. Lecturer. Toronto’s reigning Queen of Horror Andrea
Subisatti definitely isn’t afraid of a challenge. Since donning the mantle of Executive Editor of Rue Morgue in 2017, she’s
worked to revamp the magazine, shifting to more thoughtful and inclusive content. I spoke with her about the transition
and her plans for the future.
How did you first get started with Rue
Morgue?
I had become aware of the magazine
when I was going to school in Ottawa,
so when I moved to Toronto and
had my masters thesis on zombies
published, I reached out to them
to sponsor my book launch party. I
met Monica Kuebler there, and the
magazine’s founder, Rodrigo Gudino,
shortly thereafter. It was a while
until I developed a journalistic style
of writing to be able to contribute
to the magazine but I volunteered
at cons and events and worked on
my own horror projects on the side,
The Faculty of Horror podcast and the
Black Museum lecture series among
them. Eventually, I started coming
in part-time as copy editor and then
they hired me to do office admin.
A lot of people don’t know this—I
think they conceive of Rue Morgue
as this big corporate monolith—but
Rodrigo has always kept the doors
here wide open; both literally and
figuratively. Rue Morgue’s offices
have always been elaborate and
open to the public to come visit
and meet the crew and observe our
collectibles and artwork. If you were
passionate about horror, there was a
place for you at Rue Morgue. Maybe
it wasn’t a paid full-time position,
but it could easily turn into one if you
proved your mettle. I’m living proof
of that, and it’s a philosophy I’m
proud to carry on at the helm here.

You’d see and recognize the “Rue
crew” at horror events in the city
and we’d all have lunch together
in the boardroom every day and
there were holiday gift exchanges,
pitching in for birthday presents,
etc. Then, the sudden closure of a
major distribution partner forced us
to reassess our publishing schedule.
When I took the position of editor,
we had scaled back our full-time
staff quite a bit, so the office culture
changed dramatically. I guess it’s
natural with any changing of the guard
that the mood of a place changes
according to their leadership style
and whatnot. Some people hung
around and others moved on, but
the Rue crew has certainly become
a family once more, only with some
talented new blood and an adorable
tiny Pomeranian underfoot!

What was the culture like at Rue
Morgue when you started? How has it
evolved since you’ve taken the reins?

What were your initial goals when you
become Executive Editor, in terms of
content?

When I first started, the culture
at the magazine was like a family.

It’s funny—Rodrigo used to always
ask me about my ideas for the
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magazine. Long before I was writing
for the mag, we’d have lunch when
he was in town and he’d always ask
what I thought or what I’d do, and I’d
often have pretty tangible ideas for
him. It always struck me that “Horror
in culture and entertainment” was
Rue Morgue’s tagline, and yet I wasn’t
seeing much by way of culture in
its content. In terms of coverage of
all things horror media, Rue Morgue
remains unrivalled, but horror fans
are different than they were 20 years
ago. It’s not all about the movies and
books and albums, it’s about the
fandom, the tribe, the way horror
fans live their love of the genre
and share that lifestyle with one
another. I felt like it was something
the magazine wasn’t fully tapping
into, and so the first two changes I
made as editor were to introduce
two new columns: the Homicidal
Homemaker’s recipes and the VS
horror debate column. Paul Corupe’s
column got a tweak, applying his vast
knowledge of classic horror to look at
how these films reflect the culture of
their time, and I also broadened our

coverage of collectibles and included
a spotlight on horror podcasts. I felt
that these were some of the cultural
elements that were missing from
the magazine’s big picture, but I’ve
always got new ideas percolating
that I’d like to try.
I also vowed to doff any sort of
news-y
journalistic
objectivity
when it came to selecting stories
for the mag. That’s not to say we’re
embracing bias or anything like
that, but journalists typically think
in terms of the Five Ws (who, what,
where, when and why) and I don’t
believe that’s what people come to
Rue Morgue for. The website, maybe,
or countless online horror news
sites, but not the physical magazine.
I wanted Rue Morgue magazine to sift
through all that chaff and deliver the
content that taps into why people
are passionate about horror in the
first place. I encourage my writers
to be personal with their pieces,
even political, and let their unique
perspectives shine. I want readers to
know that we get that horror matters
to people—we’re fans too, and we’ll
tackle these stories from the heart,
first and foremost.
I’m a huge fan of the changes
and really savour the magazine’s
thoughtful approach these days. How
do you see the Rue Morgue evolving in
the future?
You know, I actually try not to think
about that too much. It might sound
short-sighted but I approach each
issue as if it’s my last and that’s my
methodology for keeping things fresh
and maintaining a willingness to take
risks. Rue Morgue is an independent
Canadian horror magazine with
integrity—in a world of ‘fake news’
where journalistic integrity is always
under attack, I want Rue Morgue
to be a brand horror fans can trust
to be sincere above all else. My
personal hope for the magazine is
that it sees many more years (and
many more editors) with new and
exciting perspectives.
Have you gotten a lot of pushback
since taking the helm? I know that you
caught some flack for bringing on the

amazing Homicidal Homemaker, Kaci
Hansen (which reflects the fraudulent
idea that horror belongs to men), but
have most readers been supportive of
the new changes?
Well, shit. This is a tough one to
answer. To his credit, Rodrigo spent
a lot of time with me discussing
stuff like this because pushback
comes with the territory, regardless
of gender. People are going to
criticize your decisions, often harshly
and publicly, but one of the only
certainties in life is that you can’t
please everyone. I knew that Kaci’s
column would ruffle some feathers
but however you might feel about
the culinary arts, Kaci is the real deal
—a serious horror fan who is carving
out a new niche in domestic horror
fandom. I haven’t seen it, but I heard
there’s a recipe column in the new
Fangoria as well.
I’ve gotten letters praising the
decision and letters condemning
it, but I think of it like this: imagine
you just heard that your absolute
favourite movie is getting remade by
a new director. I think it’s normal and
understandable to experience some
trepidation when you love something
familiar and someone is making it
into something new, but you’ve
got to give it a chance and let the
work for itself. I remind myself that
taking chances is my responsibility
as editor and I’d be doing everyone
a disservice by playing it safe and
rehashing the same old columns.
You’ve been getting a lot of press
lately! You recently appeared on
Richard Crouse’s Pop Life—how did
that go?
I’ve known Richard for a number
of years—he was a lecturer at The
Black Museum back in 2013 with a
presentation on Ken Russell’s movie,
The Devils. He’s a consummate
professional and a lovely man,
so I was pleased to accept his
invitation to be on his show. He had
assembled a diverse group—it was
myself, horror fiction author John
Masui, and production designer Paul
Austerberry. Richard’s questions
were insightful—he asked about
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the nature of fear and what draws
people to scary media—but with so
little time, I felt like we had barely
scratched the surface of the subject.
Still, my goal in appearing on the
show (and any/all mainstream media
I do) is to represent Rue Morgue as a
thoughtful voice on the subject, and
to let people know that the magazine
isn’t just endless ’80s VHS horror
worship or photos of blood and guts!
The horror world is vast and so much
deeper than it gets credit for.
You and Alex West have become
strong inspirations for so many women
interested in horror (myself included!)
Who was your inspiration?
Aw, thanks! Role models are such
tricky things—I can name many
people who have inspired me at
certain stages of my life but I’d
always grow apart from them
eventually. People change so much
throughout a lifetime and I’ve come
to learn that what inspires you at
one stage in your life might not
move you at all later on. I won’t type
out a laundry list but they say that
you’re the average of the five people
you surround yourself with, and I’ve
cultivated a network that inspires
me on the daily. I am an amalgam of
all of these people and the moments
and lessons I’ve learned from them.
Part of my personal journey (or
“transformation,” if you will) has
been the realization that the men
and women I’ve admired throughout
my life have one thing in common:
they did their own thing. So if you’re
inspired by me (or anyone else, for
that matter), don’t do what I’m doing.
Just keep doing what you’re doing—
it’s what I’d do.

Lilith’s Legacy

A Feminist Reading of the Traditional Vampire Narrative

alone slays the vampire by allowing
Count Orlok to drink her blood.
He becomes so distracted by her
impending victimhood that he does
not notice the sun rising until it is too
late. It is feminine resourcefulness
and sacrifice that ultimately slays
the monster. Interestingly, Murneau
blatantly eschewed the sacred
masculine in a manner that placed
the power of resistance firmly in
the realm of the feminine. Many
male-oriented liberation movements
default to an adversarial strategy
that more often than not requires
physical violence, what might be
called a mimicry of force. We see this
played out in the novel Dracula when
crosses, prayer, and holy water fail,
and the male contingent of vampire
hunters must resort to pursuing
Dracula back to his homeland, slitting
his throat, and plunging a knife into
his heart.

“As the Babadook becomes visible to
Amelia and the audience, signs of Amelia’s
abuse become more clear.”

by Jess Peacock

Despite its recent mainstream
success, horror has traditionally been
considered a form of entertainment
at the fringes of society, appealing
primarily to a disenfranchised and
thus easily marginalized audience.
As such, horror is, to some extent,
imbued with an aura of resistance to
cultural normativity, and introduces
a hermeneutical alternative to the
existing power dynamics within
the wider society and exemplifies
marginalized bodies that have been
othered, demonized, and treated as
cultural monsters, such as the black,
female, queer, or immigrant body.
The politics embedded within the
Western vampire narrative in popular
culture have their origins in the
ancient Jewish myth the Alphabet of
Ben Sira where Lilith, created by God
as the first wife of Adam, viewed
herself on equal footing to that
of her husband and consequently
refused to take the submissive role
during sex. This did not sit well
with Adam, and Lilith fled Eden
until Adam complained about her
absence to Yahweh, who eventually
demanded that Lilith come home.
She refused, and Yahweh then sent
angels to retrieve her, although she
refused again even when threatened
with death.
The narrative goes on to illustrate
that Lilith copulated with demons
and gave birth to the lilim, described
as she-demons who killed men by
sexually absorbing their lifeforce
as they slept. This view of Lilith
paints her as a vampiric beast, a
cultural and religious attempt by the

patriarchy to demonize the idea of
a woman operating apart from, or
even expressing dominance over, a
male-centered hierarchy. She even
makes an appearance in the Hebrew
Bible in the book of Isaiah where
she is presented as a monster living
amongst the ruins of any nation that
opposes God.
Despite Lilith not being presented
as the protagonist of this ancient
narrative, the legend nevertheless
tells a fascinating story of a woman
open about her sexuality and the
power it affords her as she seeks
agency in determining when and how
that power is expressed. As such, the
Lilith narrative has found a foothold
in the larger vampire mythos within
popular culture, even if it tends to
still be as the villain.
In the film Tales From the Crypt:
Bordello of Blood (1996), Angie
Everhart plays Lilith as a master
vampire who runs a brothel where
her staff prey upon male customers,
only to be thwarted by Dennis
Miller of all people. In addition, Mia
Kirshner embodied Lilith in the 2010
film 30 Days of Night: Dark Days
where she is described as the queen
of the vampires. And the figure of
Lilith featured prominently in the
fifth and sixth seasons of the HBO
series True Blood wherein she was
revealed as the first of all vampires,
created in God’s vampiric image.
Within
these
contemporary
embodiments of the Lilith figure
we see overt strains of the original
Lilith myth. There is strength
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and power within these feminine
representations, but a strength
and power that is demonized. We
watched this narrative being played
out with adult film actress Stormy
Daniels who slept with Donald
Trump and was paid to keep it quiet.
Trump apologist Rudy Giuliani said
of her, “The business you were in
entitles you to no degree of giving
your credibility any weight. I’m sorry,
I don’t respect a porn star the way I
respect a career woman or a woman
of substance or a woman who ...
isn’t going to sell her body for sexual
exploitation.” Daniels, however,
refused to take the submissive role to
the dominant male figures opposing
her—in some sense refusing to
return to Adam—and for that she
was regularly demonized throughout
the media.

“

The Lilith narrative has
found a foothold in the
larger vampire mythos
within popular culture,
even if it tends to still be
as the villain.

This example illustrates how many
contemporary interpretations of
Lilith and the Alphabet of Ben Sira
seek to re-imagine the myth as a
feminist anthem (which it very well
can be). But we can’t forget that
Lilith was first and foremost created
as a warning to the patriarchy of
the dangers of the independent
and sexually liberated woman.
This normative structure has been
perpetuated in modern popular
culture through the traditional

“

Social master narratives
have their roots deeply
embedded within religious
master narratives.

Many scholars have pointed out that
within the novel Dracula, the vampire
embodies a theme of a depraved
and foreign sexuality threatening the
virtue of England’s women, a threat
that is destroyed by the desperate
patriarchy determined to maintain
established social and religious
norms. This motif, that of the
physically and spiritually defenseless
female needing protection from
invasive evil behind the shield of
the “sacred” masculine, did not
necessarily originate in Bram Stoker’s
novel, but it found resonance there.

and ultimately escape the clutches
of the Count. Mina, however,
having partaken in the unholy
blood communion of Dracula, was
contaminated by evil and had no
power of her own to ultimately decide
her own fate, whether theologically
or socially. Of course, social master
narratives have their roots deeply
embedded within religious master
narratives. Therefore, it should come
as no surprise that the novel Dracula
reflects a threat to both. Dracula
is portrayed as a monster that
threatens body and soul, an upending
of the status quo and an invasive
“other” that must be destroyed, a
conclusion that ultimately reassures
a frightened society of the sanctity
and power of the existing hierarchy.

Within Stoker’s novel, while Mina’s
fiancé Jonathan was trapped and
enticed by Dracula early in the story,
he was able, through the strength
of his own male agency, to resist

However, in F.W. Murneau’s silent
film Nosferatu (1922) (itself a rough
adaptation of Bram Stoker’s Dracula),
it is Ellen, modeled after Mina
Harker, who sacrifices herself and

vampire narrative and is indicative
of the stranglehold patriarchy has
on society as a whole with regard to
views of gender roles and hierarchy.
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Postcolonial scholar Robert Young
suggests that subaltern women
throughout history have resisted
the anxious narratives of liberation
constructed by men at the forefront
of the political process, and have
opted for alternate strategies to
violence, such as public group
demonstrations and investing in local
areas of activism and empowerment.
Extrapolating what Young is saying
here and taking it another step, we
must ask: if the white-male colonizer
is the source of the ideology of
domination and violence, then how
can a response of force not be seen as
anything other than a perpetuation
of the colonized mindset? The male
vampire hunters at the conclusion
of Dracula understand how to use
power and violence against Dracula
because, as Western white men,
they have valorized violence from
the outset through colonization.
In Francis Ford Coppola’s film version
of Bram Stoker’s Dracula (1992), the
presence of the vampire in England
seems to give rise to out-of-control

passion in the female characters,
threatening the prim and appropriate
parameters laid out for them by a
male-dominated Victorian society.
Mina (Winona Ryder) in particular is
imbued with a sense of strength and
independence and actually makes
the choice to be with Dracula (Gary
Oldman), even willingly taking part
in the blood communion offered by
the Count. In this adaptation, Mina
is also quite active in negating the
efforts of the male vampire hunters
as they seek to destroy Dracula. She
controls the weather to inhibit the
Count’s pursuers and points a gun at
her own husband (Keanu Reeves) to
prevent him from killing her undead
lover. Here, Mina has agency, is
openly sexual, and is seemingly more
than willing to cuckold her soggy
husband Jonathan. Nevertheless,
at the conclusion of the film she is
returned to her traditional Victorian
role as a subservient female.
This portrayal of the vampire as a
malignancy threatening the order of
the sacred masculine is portrayed
with the subtlety of a shotgun blast
in the various vampire films directed
by Terence Fisher for Hammer
Studios such as The Horror of Dracula
(1958) and The Brides of Dracula
(1960). As a born-again Christian,
Fisher constructs a Manichean
theology where pure evil and sin is
represented through the figure of
Dracula (Christopher Lee), while the
power of righteousness is usually
epitomized in the noble Van Helsing
(Peter Cushing). Not surprisingly, it
is the women in these movies who
consistently display spiritual and
physical weakness and succumb
to the sinful allure of Dracula.
Fisher’s cinematic contributions to
the vampire mythos would serve
just as powerfully in a Sunday
morning conservative Christian
worship service as they would a
movie theater, minus the abundant
cleavage, of course.
While
the
overriding
issue
established by Fisher within his
work for Hammer is the power of sin
embodied in Dracula, an effective
case can be made that depictions
of women as vampires within these

films serve to expose a latent fear of
female empowerment in a patriarchal
society. In his film Dracula: Prince of
Darkness (1966), Fisher delves into
the corrupting effects of the power
of sin represented in the vampire
through the figure of Helen (Barbara
Shelley), a proper and rather prudish
woman who is seduced by Dracula
and ultimately transformed into a
powerful and hypersexual vampire.
As expected, Helen is destroyed
(by Christian monks no less) once
she breaks free from the bonds of a
repressive patriarchy that imposed
the expectations of propriety on her
in the first place.
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The vampire mythos
would serve just as
powerfully in a Sunday
morning conservative
Christian worship
service as they would a
movie theater, minus the
abundant cleavage, of
course.

This fear of female empowerment
reaches a zenith in the Hammer film
The Vampire Lovers (1970), which
is based on the novella Carmilla
by Sheridan Le Fanu, an unsubtle
warning of the dangers inherent
within unchecked female agency,
particularly when that sovereignty
leads a woman entirely out of
patriarchal control in the form of a
same-sex relationship. This concern
over feminine agency is compounded
when Carmilla (Ingrid Pitt)—from the
perspective of the patriarchy—seeks
to seduce and convert other women
and young girls into her “lifestyle.”
The solution to such cultural
insolence becomes, as demonstrated
at the end of both the novella and the
Hammer film, the destruction of the
undead instigator by driving a stake
through her heart and beheading
her, bringing an end to the efforts
of the vampire at transforming the
strictly male-dominated culture.
Similar to Helen’s demise, it is a gang
of angry men punishing Carmilla,
a visual uncomfortably echoed
during Professor Christine Blasey
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Ford’s testimony to an adversarial
Senate Judiciary Committee of her
sexual assault at the hands of Brett
Kavanaugh.
The horror genre and the figure of the
monster—in particular the vampire—
are
flexible
and
multivariant
metaphors. But they don’t exist
in a vacuum. While the traditional
Western vampire narrative in the
hands of Terence Fisher is imbued
with a strong patriarchal message,
a more contemporary film such as
Ana Lily Amirpour’s complex but
decidedly feminist A Girl Walks Home
Alone at Night (2014) wrestles with
gender and sexual politics from the
perspective of a female vampire
living within an overly repressive
patriarchal society.
That said, conducting a feminist
reading of the traditional vampire
narrative necessitates viewing it
through a variety of lenses. Feminist
and queer theory being two of
the primary of course, but also the
lens of what has become known as
monster theory. With regard to the
role of the monster within popular
culture, gender and queer theorist
Jack Halberstam notes in their book
Skin Shows: Gothic Horror and the
Technology of Monsters, “Monsters
are meaning machines. They can
represent gender, race, nationality,
class, and sexuality in one body.”
The monster has traditionally come
to represent the other throughout
history. Whether that be a religious
other, a political other, or a
sexual other, the role of Western
colonialism has been to otherize or
to make monsters out of anything or
anyone that failed to meet a certain
normative criteria. And that criteria,
more often than not, is white-malehetero-normativity. By conducting
a feminist reading of the traditional
vampire narrative, however, we can
subvert such models and re-read
these narratives and mythologies as
post-colonial critiques countering
or even queering cultural norms
and expectations, transforming
them into alternatives to social
master narratives of oppression and
domination.

Horror (and cinema in general) has
always had a diversity problem. The
Audre’s Revenge collective is a group
of creatives dedicated to promoting
QTIBIPOC visibility in genre film.
I spoke with co-founder Mariam
Bastani and Monika Estrella Negra
about the origins of the collective,
their projects, and their plans for the
future.
How did the two of you meet? What is
the origin story of Audre’s Revenge?
Mariam: We met through the
Chicago punk scene. I’d been doing
shows, participated in a label, and
been in bands for a while. Then, I
moved to San Francisco to be one
of the Coordinators of Maximum
Rocknroll (the longest-running punk
magazine in the world). Just before
I left, Monika came to Chicago from
Milwaukee and started Black and
Brown Punk Show, which is a festival
that is still going all over the country.
Monika also did a show and a zine
reading event for a project I was
involved in while in California. So,
yeah, it was punk and DIY culture
first, but our general dissatisfaction
in punk regarding politics, antiblackness, racism, sexism, and TERFs
brought us together. Eventually,
we found that our conversations
revolved around horror.
Monika: I came up with the concept
of Audre’s Revenge after I organized
my last Black and Brown Punk
Show, in the middle of filming Flesh
(2015). Horror has always been a
love of mine, but I felt that there
was a serious underrepresentation
of Black women, People of Color
and LGBTQA folks in the ‘scene’. I
desired to make my own films with
the aforementioned demographics
and came up with the idea of the
production company. The name
‘Audre’s Revenge’ is in reference to
Audre Lorde, a radical Black Lesbian
Feminist intellectual. As for how I
first met Mariam: after knowing each
other for a couple of years, I invited
her to my birthday party in 2015 and
asked her to help me launch Audre’s
Revenge that day! The rest is history.
Mariam: Flesh is also the first horror
project, to my knowledge, to feature

a black woman serial killer. Think
about that, the first is in 2015. This is
before Get Out. There is obviously a
need for this content.
How do you decide which projects to
get involved with?
Mariam: We are a collective by and
for QTIBIPOC people who love
horror, sci-fi and fantasy. We work
with people who have the same
approach to creative work and also
the same views regarding social
issues that affect our everyday lives.
We have a radical approach and it’s
not to “sell” an idea, it’s because
this is our worldview. We see the
commodification, exploitation, and
misrepresentation of our individual
and shared experiences and we are
tired of being spoken for. We are
tired of being coded and victimized
in horror. It’s fucked because often
our lives are lived horror. It’s real. We
also see that most of popular culture
is just scratching the surface of the
issues we have been addressing,
which makes for some uncomfortable
viewing—but that all depends on
who is viewing the work.
What is your collaborative process?
Mariam: We work independently
and together as well. We trust each
other to get shit done and often
remind each other of tasks that need
to be completed. We set up weekly
meetings on gchat and message
each other every other day. We are
super close and Audre’s Revenge
just happens to be the expression
of our friendship. We also make a
lot of room for each other’s lives.
It’s a relationship. Communicating
remotely can sometimes lend itself
to misunderstanding, but we trust
each other. We have had numerous
collaborative projects with others
and, personally, I feel like those
have been preparation for this. We
have been going strong for almost
4 years now and together we are
unstoppable.

Punk Rock Producing

Audre’s Revenge
Speaks Truth to Horror
by Valeska Griffiths
Philadelphia in 2016. It was to be a
part of my Vengeance Anthology, and
I first shot concept footage with an
entirely different storyline, actress,
etc. The first storyline focused on a
Latinx woman who had obviously
gone through a tumultuous night
out. The entire video shows her
slowly transforming into a vampire,
with little to no context as to how
she became one. When I came to
Toronto for the first time, a series
of life events caused me to retreat
and revise the concept and story. I
decided to expand on the vampire/
queer life narrative. In a gruelling
two month period, I wrote the script
and reached out to our good friends
Sean and Nicole (from 4Mile Circus)
and asked if they would be interested
in producing it. They agreed and,
once I moved back to Philadelphia,
we began piecing the production
together. It’s gone through numerous
changes, but I am confident that the
end result will be glorious.
How do you see Audre’s Revenge
growing or evolving in the future?
Monika: I would like to expand the
production company! Since Mariam
and I are in different countries, it
is my dream to have an Audre’s
Revenge sector in Toronto, and one
based in Philadelphia. The ultimate
dream is to have a studio where we
can offer classes for QTIBIPOC who
are interested in learning SFX, DIY
filmmaking, screenwriting…

Congratulations on funding your new
short! Tell us about Bitten: A Tragedy!

We definitely have a couple of
projects in development, but I
think our main priority is setting up
a sustainable framework for the
collective itself.

Monika: Bitten: A Tragedy was
conceived when I first moved to

Visit audresrevenge.weebly.com for
more info.
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The Changing Shape of

Fe ar

Horror, Biology & The Fake Documentary
by Kathleen Killian Fernandez & Chris Vander Kaay

Some of the greatest monsters in
horror film history are terrifying
because of their shifting or indefinite
shape, their malleability serving as
the ultimate threat. The design for
the xenomorph in Ridley Scott’s Alien
(1979) is terrifying because it is at
any moment a new creature, a new
challenge, a whole new set of teeth
and limbs and claws. Add to this the
fact that it can borrow the DNA of the
creature it gestates inside and take on
some of its attributes, and the terror
operates on a more personal and
disturbing level. Lesser known, but in
many ways equally terrifying, is the
Judas Breed insect from Guillermo
del Toro’s Mimic (1997). Born from
the DNA hybridization of termites and
mantises, it was designed to appear
superficially like its victim species,
the cockroach, so it could get close
enough to attack and kill. When it
grows to human size, it keeps its
methodology but chooses humans as
its new victim species.
There are so many more examples,
from the shapeshifting dream demon
Freddy Krueger to the various
nightmare visages of Pennywise
the Dancing Clown, to the constant
grotesque metamorphosis of the alien
creature in John Carpenter’s The Thing

(1982). The reason they’re so prevalent
in the horror film world is that they all
tap into the same elemental fear of
man: we can’t always trust what we
see. So much of film terror is built on
the premise that something looks a
way that is inviting or innocuous, but
its true nature is revealed after it is too
late to escape. Horror films lay out this
very human instinct for all to see, to
remind us that our base reaction of
fearing the unknown can quickly and
easily transform into biases, prejudice,
and fear of the “other.”
While we’re scared of what’s not
like us, we’re often equally scared of
something inhuman that is trying to be
like us. Most of the classic Universal
horror monsters are terrifying
not because they are wild and
unimaginable creatures, but because
they’re mostly human. Dracula was
once a human, as was the Wolf Man;
Frankenstein’s monster was several
of them. Like the Judas Breed, these
creatures appear human at passing
glance from a distance, but their true
nature is waiting to be discovered
at close range when running and
screaming will no longer do any good.
This isn’t an accidental development
of horror film by any means. Horror

has always looked to nature (human
and otherwise) for its inspirations. The
story at the centre of A Nightmare on
Elm Street (1984) was based on a real
case of sleep deprivation that led to
a death which director Wes Craven
read about in a newspaper. Bram
Stoker was inspired by either the reallife Vlad the Impaler or a book called
Account of the Principalities of Wallachia
and Moldavia for the creation of his
immortal Dracula. And what about the
less human creatures? Though H.R.
Giger is credited with the xenomorph
design, nature did him one better.
In behaviour, the Microgastrinae is
eerily similar to the xenomorph; it is a
parasite wasp that injects its eggs into
a caterpillar, letting its hatching young
eat their way out of the host body. In
appearance, another parasite known
as the Phromina also bears more than
a passing resemblance to the iconic
alien monster.
In many profound ways, film has a
life of its own. As such, it also has
an evolution and has been through
a series of its own transformations.
It began as little more than a curio
designed to help travelling showmen
make an extra buck. Early films were
plotless, often uninterrupted takes of
some physical action that audiences

could marvel at: portions of a baseball
game, people splashing in the water
at the beach, cars driving down the
street in a busy city. Film connected
and fascinated people because it had
learned how to imitate life.

twisted itself, sloughing off its skin
and reshaping itself with every new
whim of the viewer, and for its efforts,
it grew in popularity and influence. In
the struggle for artistic survival in the
modern age, it is the fittest.

For a while, the gimmick was enough
for people to plunk down nickels and
sit in homemade tents for hours at
a time in wonderment. Eventually,
however, audiences would start to
understand that film was simply a way
of capturing moving images in the
same way that a phonograph captured
live sound to replay. They wanted
something more amazing or shocking
to mesmerize them the way that the
very idea of “flicker pictures” had
done only years earlier. Film, like any
species struggling for survival, needed
to evolve in order to stay alive.

The principle upon which film has
survived for its lifespan is best
summed up by an actual example of
evolutionary survival at work in the
animal kingdom: Batesian mimicry.
Put simply, Batesian mimicry is when
a member of a species which lacks
tough defences like a strong shell
or offences like the ability to create
poison, will take on some of the
physical attributes of another species
that DOES have those traits. In doing
so, the creature fools its predators into
believing that they, too, are dangerous.
The Kingsnake has alternating yellow,
red, and black bands on its body in the
same pattern that a Coral snake has;
however, the Coral snake is deadly
and poisonous, while the Kingsnake
is non-poisonous and actually preys
on other snakes. The Kingsnake has
evolved to mimic a creature that is
actually dangerous so that predators
will avoid it as well.
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Film
connected
and
fascinated people because
it had learned how to
imitate life.
Like the Frankenstein’s monster,
stitched together from the bodies
and experiences of other people to
form a life unique to itself, film sought
out the inspiration of source novels
and plays, and learned to tell stories
in its own way. Horror was an early
innovator in this process, with the
Edison Studios actually producing a
version of Frankenstein in 1910, the
first filmic adaptation of the story. A
rush of brilliant stories from myth (The
Golem, in 1915), literature (Nosferatu,
in 1922), and original concepts (The
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari, in 1920) filled
theatres and frightened audiences.
Film graduated from gimmick to art
form by transforming traditional
storytelling into a new medium.
As it flourished, film would grow and
shed various styles, technologies,
and aesthetics in its attempt to
appeal to and appease its victim, the
viewer. It adopted colour and the
occasional third dimension to mimic
the imagery of real life. When pure
and overpowering fantasy was what
its victims sought out, film adapted
with elaborate effects both practical
and digital. Film contorted and
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Film is the definition of Batesian
mimicry, but there is one genre better
than all the others at adaptation
and transformation. Horror films are
the most insidious, powerful, and
effective of all the film genres, and
it is for this reason that the horror
genre has evolved further evolved
than most other filmic genres. In the
last forty years, with the corporate
ownership of film studios and the
advent of the blockbuster, films have
found a specific shape that they
like. By and large, they don’t deviate
from it anymore. Standard musical
cues, basic genre elements, visual
styles, and plot frameworks have
become a touchstone of many films,
and because of this, the viewer can
predict the expected, assembly-line
outcomes. Though people continue
to watch them for the sake of comfort
and entertainment, they have ceased
to be as effective. Viewers recognize
their elements and story beats, they
can identify their red, yellow, and
black bands; they have seen enough
Kingsnakes to know the difference.
30
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The same cannot be said of horror
films. Horror is always ahead of the
curve in terms of connecting to
human emotion, because that is what
it preys on. This is why horror films
are one evolutionary step ahead of
most other genres in one interesting
way: fake documentary films. While
other genres are content to be seen
as unchallenging or comforting,
horror always seeks to burrow deeper
into the psyches of viewers, and the
evolution into fake documentary
stylistics was another way to do just
that. Horror seeks to mimic life more
closely and to reflect fears more
accurately since belief is a solid first
step towards emotional connection;
that’s why the horror genre was the
first to recognize (and transform into)
the new things people are scared of
and the new ways in which those fears
manifest.

“

Horror is always ahead
of the curve in terms of
connecting
to
human
emotion, because that is
what it preys on.
In 1965, pioneering British filmmaker
Peter Watkins made The War Game,
a fake documentary about the fallout
of nuclear war on a small English city.
The polish of a standard narrative film
was gone, replaced with the vérité
grimness of a documentary. The film
was harrowing, powerful, and it ended
up winning the Academy Award for
Best Documentary in 1966. The
growing pains of a new transformation
had begun. Jump ahead to 1980,
when the emotional response for
a fake documentary went from
awards-worthy respect to criminal
investigation: Cannibal Holocaust
(1980) was put on trial in Italy because
the fake documentary portion of the
film was so convincing that the public
and the courts believed the characters
were real people whose murders were
recorded. From the fear of Cannibal
Holocaust to the fervour of The Blair
Witch Project (1999), the impact is
clear. What is the reasoning, though?
Fake documentaries (or found footage
films) appear to be the same way
we communicate now. Most people

carry cameras in their pockets,
and they’re just as likely to record
an interaction as be a part of one.
Online entertainment can look slick
and well-produced, but equally as
often, it is poorly shot, on the fly,
unplanned. The disturbing videos we
see of real-life violence, from assaults
on public transport to grainy footage
of journalists being beheading, have
reminded us that someone is always
recording, but the recordings don’t
keep us safe. The newest fear for
society is that everyone is watching
us, but we are no safer for it.
Horror films understand this new
truth and this new fear, and they have
embraced it. It is no coincidence that
the percentage of fake documentary
and found footage films in existence
is astronomically in favour of horror

When asked about their work, the
Ladies From Hades, Kylie Anderson
and Zoie Harmon, reveal that they’re
drawn to body horror because it
“plays off the fear of the sick or
malformed body—or being betrayed
by the body through uncontrollable
symptoms—something many women
relate to in small daily ways.” The
Ladies From Hades have made two
short films, Buck Moon and I’d Die For
You, and several short YouTube videos
that explore those themes—the
human body and how women deal
with its unpredictability—through
comedy, horror, and a combination
of the two. Though Anderson and
Harmon now work independently,
their collaborations show evidence
of a unique partnership and the
merging of two distinct artistic
personalities through a strange,
surreal world in which the horror
and humour of friendship, women’s
bodies, and the unexpectedness of
daily life are revealed.
Buck Moon follows two estranged
friends (played by Anderson and
Harmon) who, when faced with
unemployment and a break-up, are
unable to open up to one another.
Their anxiety begins to manifest
itself physically, through peeling
skin and woolly body hair. (The short

films. For every This is Spinal Tap
(1984) or Searching (2018), there
is a Paranormal Activity (2007), a
REC (2007), a Creep (2015), a V/H/S
(2012), and an Unfriended (2014)
or two. It is only within the past
few years that another genre has
embraced the fake documentary
aesthetic; horror explored it in the
1960s, experimented with it in the
1980s, and embraced it fully at the
beginning of the new millennium.
Like Mimic’s Judas Breed insect,
horror film decided on its victim
species (human fear) and began its
transformation very early on.
Let the other genres keep their
clichéd
characters
and
their
hackneyed premises; horror doesn’t
need them anymore. The genre
has outgrown the cat-in-the-closet

scares and jarring musical stings that
manipulate the viewer and grown
into its new shape: the handheld
recording, the shaking frame, the
cries from off-screen, and the white
noise hum in the otherwise silent
blackness of a dark basement or
stretch of woods. These are the new
terrors because they telegraph the
frightening new truth: the camera
will witness our suffering, but it will
not save us.
Other films of interest:
388 Arletta Avenue (2011), Tom’s
Video (2012), A Necessary Death
(2008), Mr. Jones (2013), The Bay
(2012), The Dirties (2013), Willow
Creek (2013), The Taking of Deborah
Logan (2014), Man Bites Dog (1992),
Lake Mungo (2008), The Conspiracy
(2012).

GIRLS BEING GROSS

The Unique Surrealism of
the Ladies From Hades

features special effects developed
by Oscar Ambrosio.)
When they realize what’s happening,
they initially resist it—covering up
with makeup or shaving earnestly—
but, eventually, give in to their new
forms, reconnecting through their
mutual grotesqueness. According
to Anderson and Harmon, the film
originated from “a collection of
scenes centered around these two
girls and their daily beauty routines
(bathing, applying mascara) melding
into rotting monster imagery
(peeling alien skin, gnashing wolf
teeth).” As they expanded the idea,
they “developed the storyline of a
contentious relationship between
the two estranged characters to
highlight how important it is to
be honest with your friends, and
yourself.”
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Buck Moon showcases what the
Ladies From Hades do best: girls
being gross -- and embracing it. In
one of the shorts on their YouTube
channel, Strawberry Moon, Anderson
and Harmon eat an entire cake apiece
in a peaceful porch setting. They
begin by slicing primly into the cakes
and quickly devolve into grabbing
the cake with their hands, mashing
the dough between their fingers and
smearing the frosting (embellished
with fake blood) across their faces.
Anderson and Harmon name it
among their “most controversial
films to date, [a] first foray into the
world of female body horror, and
the disgusted, perplexed reaction it
garnered inspired us to go further.”

SONIA LUPHER

Cosmic Feminism:

(Love)crafting a New Approach to Eldritch Terrors
by Jordan Mulder
My first experience with H.P.
Lovecraft was one of awe and
terror. Reading it as a child shaped
my initial love for cosmic horror
and the universe Lovecraft created.
Swirling tentacles and seas that the
mind couldn’t possibly comprehend
were not only terrifying, but utterly
fascinating and new.
It wasn’t until later that I realized
my place, as a woman, in the (Love-)
crafted universe. It was a place of
contempt and disdain. The spaces
women could occupy were, at
best, in the peripheries (and that’s
without even taking into account his
rampant homophobia and racism).
It’s interesting, however, that his
treatment of women seems to
almost hide in the shadows while
his scorn for anyone who wasn’t
a straight, white, male runs strong
throughout his stories. It’s a difficult
space to navigate when you feel you
don’t belong. Love for the stories
and disappointment with their
politics seem to go hand-in-hand
when dealing with Lovecraft and
his writing. Fortunately, with lush
storytelling, Lovecraft managed to
build something that was capable of
undergoing complete transformation
without losing all of the good bits.
It’s a good thing that this universe
has the ability to be transformed—
its influence is everywhere. Almost
everyone seems to have heard of
Lovecraft, but few have actually
read him. Still, we see his impact
throughout popular culture, including
video games, board games, art, and
movies. Particularly with movies, the
influence seems to be spreading even
further with streaming platforms
such as Netflix and Hulu. Lovecraft
is hitting the mainstream thanks to

Stranger Things and The Void. Within
those two titles, in particular, we see
two different aspects of what could
be possible within the universe: the
cosmic mother and the girl born from
the horror who fights back against it.
The two roles are different in their
making but relate to one another
in the idea that they finally have a
place within the universe that’s in
the forefront. No longer are they just
witnesses; they now have a seat at
the table.

“

It wasn’t until later that
I realized my place, as a
woman, in the (Love-)crafted
universe. It was a place of
contempt and disdain.

The Void is more of a classic
interpretation of the Lovecraft
mythos complete with cults,
tentacles, and body horror. The film
features two particular women who
fit within the cosmic mother trope
in different ways. One is reborn, the
other gives birth. One of the few
females in the Lovecraft mythos is
Shub-Niggurath. Although she also
runs strong with an awful racist
undercurrent, she’s undoubtedly
a powerful character within the
mythos. The Mother of a Thousand
Young, Shub-Niggurath is complete
with hundreds of mouths, tentacles,
and goat legs. The diety’s age
reaches past ancient Sumeria and
features both human and inhuman
worshippers. She causes death and
destruction while simultaneously
giving life, creating and producing
one eldritch creature after another.
In The Void, the two women are
reborn and create their own spawn.
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It gives them a sort of forced
agency; rather than exist only to be
murdered through lazy plot, they
instead occupy a primordial space.
The feminine horror that often
finds its existence within Lovecraft’s
stories is reshaped and reformed
into something a little less horrific.
Stranger Things, on the other hand,
focuses on a girl who begins nameless
and soon earns the moniker “Eleven.”
While still facing sound criticism
on its own regarding feminism, the
show is interesting in how it plays
up Eleven as a character within this
cosmic terror. Having been raised
in a laboratory and subsequently
experimented on, Eleven finds
power that was initially developed
for the benefit of those around her,
rather than herself. In doing so, she’s
able to battle shadow monsters and
demogorgons. Eleven is a weapon
against them, placed directly in the
forefront of the viewer’s attention
in a way that is profound for the
Lovecraftian mythos. She’s not a
pawn in the game, she’s a player
and able to navigate it within her
own terms, with her psychokinetic
abilities and sheer badassery.
This leaves room for the expansion
of the universe for more inclusion.
Published anthologies such as “She
Walks in Shadows” from Innsmouth
Free Press features tales written by
women, reshaping the tales through
a feminist lens. These are becoming
more common. Strong efforts are
being made to address the problems
that seem to still be prevalent within
society today. Much like the eldritch
beings that exist through Lovecraft,
the universe itself is being reformed
into something bigger and better.
Lovecraft’s legacy cannot be ignored,
and that includes both the genius of
his writing and the horrific personal
beliefs that accompany it. Not only
acknowledging Lovecraft’s racist
past but insisting on addressing it
allows us as readers to be capable
of appreciation. The horrors of
Lovecraft’s universe aren’t always
eldritch; they can be beasts of our
own making. Beasts that we can, and
should, tackle.

Paranormal
Activities:
Pretty Monsters:

The Paradoxical Intersection of
Crush The Good,
Science & Spiritualism
Embrace The Bad,
& Banish The Ugly
by Valeska Griffiths

“

by Carolyn Mauricette
Beauty and fame have long been a
stereotypical pinnacle of success
for women. The notion of beauty
and fame naturally and logically
coexistingwith status and success
has been around forever, with a
rags-to-riches/ugly duckling to a
swan story being a typical source
of inspiration as the girl next door
finally making it. But how does
one reach the pinnacle of beauty
and fame? If we follow the rags-toriches rules, you must have ambition
and drive, persevere in the face
of adversity and ignore naysayers,
while still being a good person.
But what if you aren’t the typical
good girl?
There is no better arena to examine
this type of transformation than
in the entertainment industry, a
place of perpetual luxury, beauty,
and ambiguous morals, where
the modern world monetizes a
woman’s appearance and completely
side-steps her intelligence and
resourcefulness to survive. The films
Starry Eyes (2014) and Helter Skelter
(Herutâ sukerutâ) (2012) show us
two women who exemplify this rise
to the top; two women who want to
better their situation by transforming
their former selves to survive the
cutthroat entertainment industry.

audition with the arcane Astreus
Pictures, allowing her to access a
suppressed, self-destructive power
she has always carried. Under their
wing, she soon transforms into the
star she desperately wants to be,
devouring those who get in her
way. In Helter Skelter, director Mika
Ninagawa adapts Kyoko Okazaki’s
2003 manga about Lilico (Erika
Sawajiri), an insanely popular and
nasty model/actress in Japan. She’s
at the top of her game and wants to
stay there. After she’s dumped by her
fiancé and her status is threatened
by a younger starlet, she spirals into
desperation, going to extremes to
stay on top. When she realizes her
fame isn’t her own, she creates a way
out to a new persona.
Both women are drawn to the world
of fame by their desire, groomed to
become a more glamorous version of
themselves—Sarah by a mysterious

Directed by Kevin Kolsch and Dennis
Widmyer, Starry Eyes gives us Sarah
(Alex Besso), a broke, aspiring actress
who is hungry for a big break. She
gets a second chance after a botched

producer and Lilico by her manager—
reaching their goals by sinister or
plainly evil methods. While these
films can be seen as satires on the
sins of fame, these women take
charge of their destinies and power,
Sarah at the start of her rise and
Lilico towards the end, without
anyone’s approval.

“

Both women are drawn to
the world of fame by their
desire, groomed to become
a more glamorous version
of themselves.

Each woman strives to become—
and maintain—a perfected version
of themselves, but instead of doing
things the “right” way, they decide
to sell their souls and sacrifice
traditional morals to get ahead. Their
transformations aren’t easy, either.
After she’s sexually initiated by her

new producer, Sarah decays before
our eyes, slays her skeptical friends,
and finally buries herself to emerge
as a newly-born entity of monstrous
perfection, hungry for blood and
fame. Lilico banishes the ugly
duckling she once was to recreate
herself with the help of a surgeon’s
knife, ensuring she is never on the
bottom again. She eventually starts
to decay like Sarah; blemishes and
mental distress surfacing to show
her inner monster and the extremes
she went to for her beauty, only to
reinvent herself on her own terms,
duping her fickle fans and duplicitous
entourage despite the terrible things
she’s done and endured.
Why is their path to fame painted in
such an evil light? Why, when these
women became constructs of their
keepers, is their desire to be the best
suddenly judged by so-called friends
and those around them? Let’s face it,
how Sarah and Lilico get their status
is extreme; manipulating, hurting,
or murdering people isn’t the way
to rid yourself of competition or
naysayers. But, it does represent the
type of woman who knows what she
wants and goes for it.
If we look at only their ambition, a
man with the same intentions would
be seen as a shrewd go-getter, ready
to play the game. Women, on the
other hand, can play along only if
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they sacrifice themselves and remain
the archetypical silent sufferer; never
gaining anything other than the
praise of being a good woman, like
Lilico’s assistant or Sarah’s roommate,
as both endured their abuse and
dominance without retaliation. At
some point, suffering and sacrifice
will eventually break the nicest
woman if she gains nothing. Sarah
and Lilico revolt against this. They
sacrificed themselves and expected
a reward, because if society dictates
that we all have to sell ourselves for
a chance in the spotlight, at some
point we must gain recognition for
our struggles.

“

If we look at only their
ambition, a man with the
same intentions would be
seen as a shrewd go-getter,
ready to play the game.

So, who or what are Sarah and Lilico
undergoing this transformation this
for? In both instances, these women
do it for adoration, fame, and
autonomy at any cost, not for a man.
Bred by society in the cult of fame,
reinvented and renewed, they take
what they’re offered and embrace it,
becoming resourceful survivors. The
infamous casting couch is very real
for them as a currency, and while
Lilico herself is a perpetrator as well
as the giver of sexual favours, the
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horror lies in the act of surrender,
not what they both do after they pay
the physical and emotional price.
They are, however, complex people
stepping outside of the victim/
predator cycle and resilient in the
wake of the #metoo movement.
It’s a difficult choice to be sure, but
notions of morality aside, they take
what this nefarious system dishes
out and run with it, especially in
Lilico’s case. She destroys those
around her, removes herself from
the damage before she is destroyed,
and creates yet another version of
herself on the fringes of society. In
the end, Sarah gets her stardom and
Lilico gets out, becoming something
beyond the norm and outside the
rules.
These characters show us that being
powerful, ruthless, and resourceful is
seen as horrific because they simply
aren’t nice; they do these things for
self-preservation and their own gain,
not for the benefit of others.
The real evil here is found in the
judgment of their extreme drive to
succeed. To most, Sarah and Lilico
are selfish, but they ultimately win
because they’re able to transform
from repressed wannabes to
enigmatic monsters who don’t care
what people think and, in their
universe, they’ll get by just fine
without our approval.

Exploring Vestalis:

In Conversation with
Filmmaker Danishka Esterhazy
by Valeska Griffiths
The upcoming Level 16 is a chilling
(and award-winning) feminist
triumph that explores the sinister
secrets of the draconian Vestalis
Academy, home to a group of
orphaned young women. The
film boasts artful direction and
cinematography and compelling
mysteries which unravel slowly
and enticingly. I spoke to writerdirector Danishka Esterhazy about
the film’s journey, cast, and politics.
Dystopian stories seem especially
salient right now. When did you start
writing Level 16?
I wrote the first draft of the script
back in 2006. I had just graduated
from the Director’s Lab at the
Canadian Film Centre and I had
hoped that Level 16 would be
my first feature-length film. But
when I took the script to funders,
broadcasters, and distributors, ten
years ago, there was zero interest
in a female-driven dystopian story.
I was surprised and shocked. I had
been a fan of science fiction stories
my whole life, but I was being told
“women don’t like science fiction”.
Which is ridiculous. I encountered
that attitude for years and was
deeply discouraged. Luckily, I had
an amazing producer (Judy Holm of
Markham Street Films) who loved
the story and who believed in my
vision as a filmmaker. She never
gave up on the project. Together,
we kept fighting until we finally
raised the budget to make Level 16.
Katie Douglas imbues her Vivien
with a compelling fierceness and
concealed vulnerability borne of her
trauma -- just one of many excellent
performances in the film. What was
it like working with the talented
young cast?

I feel so lucky to have assembled
such a talented cast. Katie Douglas,
Celina Martin, Sara Canning, Peter
Outerbridge—and all the Vestalis
girls—did such an amazing job. As
a screenwriter, I try to endow each
character with moral complexity
and emotional depth. But the
writer and director only lay the
foundation. It takes a great actor
to breathe life into a character and
give them dimension. Every day
on set, I was so excited to see the
actors bring those characters to
life. I had lived with the characters
in my mind for over a decade.
But the actors would still surprise
me and find hidden parts of their
characters. It was an amazing
creative collaboration.
The Vestalis Academy was so bleak
and cold—a perfect location for the
story. Where did you shoot the film?
We were very fortunate to be
given the use of a vacant and
decommissioned police station in
the Junction neighbourhood of
Toronto. The station was built in
the 1950s and had a great civic
modernist style that fit the history
of my invented Vestalis Academy.
I wanted a space that would look
like a repurposed building where all
the details feel real but, somehow,
slightly wrong. The police station
had history written on all its
surfaces. My Production Designer,
Diana Magnus, embraced that
history and then augmented it with
cold institutional colour palette.
Classic Hollywood is referenced not
only in the character names but in
the styling, music, and other facets of
the film. What was the significance
of this era? How does its gender
politics tie into the world of Vestalis?
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My idea is that the Vestalis
Academy is entirely the creation of
the mind of Dr. Miro. He has not
only designed a space to house his
“students”—he has also indulged
himself by filling that space with
all his favourite cultural fancies.
Every part of the school reflects
Miro’s ideal of feminine behaviour.
But it is also a mish-mash of
cultural references that reflect his
conflicted feelings about women.
So, occasionally, those retro images
are in conflict with the school
message. It is an imperfect world of
propaganda that the young women
mine for any hint of hope.
I was fascinated by the character
of Miss Brixil. While she may hold
power over the Vestalis students,
she’s also affected by the societal
expectations that led to the creation
of the academy in the first place.
Was her character a statement on
the Pyrrhic victory of complicity in
oppressive systems?
Yes, absolutely. I wanted to
comment on the power of
patriarchy—and its weaknesses.
Patriarchal systems are not
created or maintained solely by
men. Women, although they are
disempowered by patriarchy, are
sometimes champions of that
very system. I wanted Brixil to be
one of those women. An enforcer
but also a victim. Because how
can a woman truly find power or
fulfillment in a system that exploits
and undervalues women in every
way? It is a trap. The only way to
victory, to freedom and liberation,
is when women come together and
support one another. When they
refuse to compete for the empty
rewards offered by a system that
wants women to be inferior.

You’ve said that you “make films
to haunt the living.” What sort of
films do you find most haunting,
personally? What content captures
your imagination?
I love stories that take us to a strange
place, a magical or speculative
place, a place that holds up a mirror
to our current society. Because
it is often easier to look at the
power dynamics and inequalities
of our own age through the filter
of fiction—especially fiction that
utilizes fairytale or science fiction
or horror or mystery. Those genres
of storytelling somehow allow us
to open our hearts and minds to
bigger topics. I love to watch a
movie or read a book where I feel
that I have entered a fully realized
alternative world. But where that
strange place has made me see my
own world in a new light. Those
are the stories I want to create as
a filmmaker.
Do you have any new projects on the
horizon?
I wrote a screenplay called Jagged
Winter that I am hoping to shoot
with Markham Street Films in late
2019. It is a female-driven winter
thriller. Quite scary with lots of
layers. And I am about to fly to
South Africa to shoot a horror film
for Warner Bros. and Syfy channel.
That story is very dark—and lots
of fun. I am also co-writing a new
screenplay with Vancouver author
Elissa Frittaion. It is a neo-noir
thriller set in the 1980s. So, there
are lots of projects on the go!
You had me at neo-noir! As a female
filmmaker, do you have any advice
for young women interested in
entering the industry?
To borrow from The Handmaid’s
Tale, never let the bastards grind
you down! That may sound
flippant, but it is important advice.
The film industry has never been a
welcoming place for women. That
is changing—slowly. But for most
women filmmakers, the path will
not be easy and will not be fast.
Don’t give up. Be resilient. Tell your
stories. Because I want to see them.
The world wants to see them.“
Photo: Megan Terriss

Childhood Fears
Escaping Harsh Reality Through Horror
by Meagan Navarro
In episode 3 of the Netflix series
The Haunting of Hill House, titled
“Touch,” the present-day storyline
sees child psychologist Theo Crain
dealing with the case of a foster
child haunted by the ominous
presence of a creepy figure called
“Mr. Smiley,” to the point that her
foster parents are concerned with
her behavior. Theo’s ability of
intuitive touch gets her nowhere
with the little girl; she merely winds
up withher own nightmares of Mr.
Smiley. Later on, though, Theo is
able to get to the bottom of the
little girl’s behavioural issues and
unmask her boogeyman when she
touches the couch in the foster
home’s basement. It turns out
that the girl’s foster dad molests
her; she buries the trauma of it so
deep that she made up Mr. Smiley
in order to compartmentalize and
cope. It’s another moving example
of a very niche but effective subcategory in coming-of-age horror,
in which horror can serve as a
child’s coping mechanism to deal
with aharsh reality.
The most overt and well-recognized
example of this type of coming-ofage horror is Guillermo del Toro’s
Academy Award-winning Pan’s
Labyrinth (2006). Ivana Baquero
plays Ofelia, a young girl who
accompanies her pregnant mother
to live with her new stepfather,
Captain Vidal (Sergi Lopez). While
Vidal quickly proves himself to
be ruthless and coldhearted as
he hunts down rebels in 1944
Francoist Spain, Ofelia comes to
believe that she is the reincarnated
princess of the underworld,
Moanna. The more perilous
Ofelia’s world becomes, the further
she follows the mysterious Faun
(Doug Jones) into the fairy world
to complete the three tasks he lays
out for her. As daunting as those
tasks become, including retrieving
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a knife from the terrifying childeating Pale Man (also played by
Jones), the horror doesn’t hold a
candle to her war-ravaged reality.
When we’re first introduced to
Ofelia, she’s holding tight to her
book of fairytales, a metaphor
for the last of her innocence. It’s
through this book that Ofelia first
seeks out answers for healing her
dying mother, and then pursues
escapism when her only tether
to her cold new surroundings is
severed. Del Toro creates a deep
sense of ambiguity in Ofelia’s
tale, toggling between the grim
yet beautiful dark fantasy of the
Faun’s three tasks with the grim
grays of guerilla warfare in the
woods. Through Ofelia’s eyes, the
world holds beautiful secrets of
vibrant otherworldly creatures,
but through the eyes of Vidal’s
housekeeper, Mercedes (Maribel
Verdu), the world is drab and filled
with
treacherous
possibilities
of gangrenous infection and
excruciating death. It’s no wonder
that Ofelia seeks escapism in the
underworld.
It’s a recurring theme of del Toro’s
filmography; humans are the true
antagonists and monsters are
revealed to be the saviors. It’s
reflective of his own childhood,
where he learned to cope with
trials and tribulations through the
safety of cinematic monsters. His
lifelong worship of monsters and
the absolution they provide the
auteur means there’s perhaps no
one more understanding of horror
through childhood escapism than
he. Del Toro may have solidified
this type of coming-of-age horror,
but he’s hardly the first to dabble
in the sub-genre. Just four years
before director Bernard Rose
would stake a claim in mainstream
horror with Candyman, he helmed

Yes Today, Satan!

“Growing up always involves some experiences of horror,
but, for some, reality can be overwhelming. ”
the dark fantasy film Paperhouse.
(1988) Based on the novel Marianne
Dreams by Catherine Storr, the
adaptation follows eleven-yearold Anna Madden, a rebellious girl
struggling with serious illness and
an alcoholic absentee father. In her
sadness and boredom, she draws
pictures. In her dreams, those
drawings come to life and, through
them, a friendship is forged with
another ailing boy named Mark.
Through these dreams, Anna’s
feelings toward her father play out
in a terrifying way as the dream
version of him is a monstrous, angry
entity without eyes. In keeping the
visual style as simplistic as Anna’s
pencil drawings, Bernard puts the
emotional devastation of Anna’s
growing pains at the forefront. Her
dreams allow her to process life’s
unpleasantries piecemeal, right up
to the bittersweet end.
In Disney’s unofficial sequel to
The Wizard of Oz, Return to Oz, the
horrific new version of Oz unleashed
nightmare fuel in the form of rockdwelling demon Nome King, head-

swapping witch Princess Mombi,
and the unnerving Wheelers—
humans who have wheels instead
of hands and feet and give chase to
Dorothy (this time played by young
Fairuza Balk) and her companions.
All of the darkness surrounding
Dorothy’s return to Oz, though,
pales in comparison to her reality.
Set six months after her first foray
into the magical land of Oz, the
opening scene reveals Dorothy
has been suffering depression
and her guardians think her
stories of Oz means she’s not very
sane. Aunt Em and Uncle Henry
have her committed, and only a
thunderstorm-induced
blackout
spares her from rudimentary
electroshock therapy.
Return to Oz, Paperhouse, and Pan’s
Labyrinth are shining examples
of a specific type of coming-ofage horror that sees its young
protagonists
facing
potential
death as they conquer palpable
fear to battle monstrous entities.
To these children, monsters are
fantastical beings from another

world, unwittingly made up as a
means to compartmentalize the
truths their still-forming minds
can’t quite face: actual monsters
in the form of harmful stepfathers,
abandonment, and illnesses both
physical and mental. The fantasy
element lends a visually arresting
component that makes these types
of films so mesmerizing, while the
underlying emotional motivations
imbue them with a deeper meaning
and melancholy. Growing up
always involves some experiences
of horror, but, for some, reality
can be overwhelming. For those
children, fictional horror is a means
of escape from the cruel world
and the monster a tool to help
build emotional walls up around
them. To both child and adult alike,
the haunting countenance of Mr.
Smiley is utterly terrifying, but
not nearly as terrifying as being
mistreated and molested by the
very person that is supposed to
protect you from harm.
Sometimes, nothing is scarier than
the truth.

The Liberating Possibilities of Satanic Feminism
in Alucarda
by Valeria Villegas Lindvall
Tina
Romero’s
brilliant
interpretation of the pale, blackclad Alucarda remains carved
into the flesh of cult film. The
culmination of her madness
with piercing shrieks marks the
sinister coming of age of the
character alongside that of her
friend Justine (Susana Kamini) in
Juan López Moctezuma’s feature
from 1977, often cited as one of
the most memorable renditions
of Sheridan Le Fanu’s novella
Carmilla (1871-72). But describing
Alucarda as nothing more than sexy
nunsploitation (as also happens
with Gilberto Martínez Solares’
Satánico Pandemonium from 1975)
would leave out a great part of what
surrounds López Moctezuma’s
third feature.
Associated with the artistic avantgarde of the 1960s and ‘70s in
Mexico, the TV and radio host,
jazz proponent, painter and film
director was close to Alejandro
Jodorowsky and produced Fando
y Lis (1968) and El Topo (1970),
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films that remain in memory as
delirious renditions of eccentricity
that advanced the idea of artistic
intervention as a means to upset
collective consciousness in a time
of social turmoil. The myth that
surrounds Alucarda is not detached
from the myth of López Moctezuma
himself. Manolo Santillán and Lalo
Cazares, two hardcore fans of
Alucarda that would later become
close to the director, recall tracking
him down to the mental institution
where he stayed awhile. There,
Santillán and Cazares narrate in
an interview for Radio UNAM,
the director was looking into
emptiness. They claim that, upon
asking him how he fared, he
replied: “Here with my friends, the
monsters and the vampires flying
all around me.” The quasi-esoteric
atmosphere of López Moctezuma’s
late years, explored in interviews,
articles, and Ulises Guzmán’s
documentary Alucardos (2011), is
now especially inseparable from
the director’s features. The way
in which his horror films embody
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those sensibilities and highlight the
erotic make Alucarda a fascinating
fit to explore the possibilities of
desire and emotional investment as
formative elements of the coming
of age experience, underscoring
the promise of Satanic feminist
practice in the film’s depiction of
the relationship between the two
main characters.
The story takes place in 1865, which
predates the actual publication of
Carmilla. Both Alucarda and Justine
are supposed to be 15 years old,
according to the date on the casket
they find in the derelict castle
where the title character is born.
United by their orphanhood, the
young women grow fond of each
other and get lost in the woods
together, until one day they meet a
faun-like man (Claudio Brook), who
introduces them to a young woman
who predicts great danger for
Justine. Attracted by the promises
of magic and alchemy that await far
from the enclosure of the convent
they live in, their bond is sealed with

a rapturous declaration of love from
Alucarda to Justine: “Darling, darling
Justine. I live in you. Would you die for
me? I love you so. I have never been in
love with anyone and I never shall be,
unless it’s with you.” These delirious
moments show a glimmer of the
growing intimacy between both girls,
which is sealed with a Satanic pact.
It’s memorable not only because of
the campy mask of Baphomet peeking
between them as they hold hands, but
also because of the intense exchange
of a kiss that melds their blood into
one as they are introduced to a coven
(in this, I see them as closer to witches
than to the archetypal vampire).
After this event, and reminiscent of
Joël Séria’s Don’t Deliver us from Evil
(1971), the girls spell out loud their
votes for Satan in a chapel. Upon
confessing to a priest, Alucarda
aligns Satan with liberation from the
stagnation of the Church: “You call
yourself blessed and believe in the
heavenly armies? And worship death?
I worship life. You worship death!” This
upfront challenge to Christian dogma
as death and shame, as spiritual
bullying into serfdom, is a trace of
what more explicitly binds these
figures to Satanic feminism rather
than to obedience to a greater power.
In portraying possession, the film
sticks to the traditional theme of the
containment of danger: an exorcism
finally reestablishes the order in the
lives of the convent’s priest and nuns
(gone crazy only one notch below Ken
Russell’s The Devils from 1971). This
ritual obliterates the threat by denying
any possibility of belief, community, or
knowledge outside the convent.

“

This upfront challenge to
Christian dogma as death and
shame, as spiritual bullying
into serfdom, is a trace of what
more explicitly binds these
figures to Satanic feminism
rather than to obedience to a
greater power.
It is especially fitting that these events
happen in a formative moment of
the characters’ lives, as it is relevant
that their growth is cut short as a

Alucarda’s alignment with the Satanic
suggests a feminist nuance in its desire
to break away from the Church–
as embodiment of Eurocentric
patriarchal authority—and what it
represents: rather than serving a new
master, Satan becomes an excuse for
demystifying all masters...or the need
for them.

consequence of non-compliance. It is
just as important that the discovery
of sexual desire is framed as a Satanic
impulse, dialled up for spectacle of
the “girls gone bad” sort. But stripped
from the supernatural elements as
triggers of unabashed sexuality, we are
left with the image of the adolescent
female monster. What makes teenage
girls both fearsome and fearless?
Female coming-of-age stories have a
particular allure in their implication of
unveiling the potent threat that comes
with transformation, suggesting that
there is no turning back and that a
prophecy of female wickedness is
fulfilled. References to the importance
of bodily change during these
moments as a tangible marker of
monstrosity are abundant in horror
films–visual culture has made a point
of menstruation as an unequivocal
marker of voracious and noxious
female corporeality. From Carrie
(1976) to Ginger Snaps (2000), Excision
(2012), It (2017) and Verónica (2017),
the connection between the alleged
instability of the fertile, sexual female
body and relentless evil is a staple
to many narratives that explore the
threat of pollution that woman poses,
as notoriously theorized in Barbara
Creed’s The Monstrous-Feminine
and her discussion around Julia
Kristeva’s theory of abjection, waste
and contamination. This conversation
is connected to the long-standing
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preoccupation of feminist philosophy
with languages and practices that
legitimize oppression of non-male
bodies in visual culture and their
normalization.

“

Female coming-of-age stories
have a particular allure in
their implication of unveiling
the potent threat that comes
with transformation...
However, the component of sexual
awakening, as well as the pursuit
of desire and community are often
narrative accessories to make this
monstrosity come across, be it by
sensationalizing sexual desire or even
by enhancing the idea of female rivalry.
Take The Craft (1996) or American
Horror Story: Coven (2013), where the
ideal of coven as community flirts with
the temptation of falling into the traps
of individual self-effacement and
competition centred in postfeminist
discourse (discussed further by Angela
McRobbie).
Neoliberal readings of feminist
discourse (to borrow Hillary Radner’s
term, neofeminism) also thrive in
this fragmentation of community,
removing the coven and the witch from
their powerful features as bearers of
solidarity, intimacy, and renouncement
to patriarchal institutions and ways of
living. Leaving aside the overt imagery,

The concept “Satanic Feminism”
appeared via The Church of Satan’s
Blanche Barton in 1997. Although
her approach conflated feminism with
victimhood, current interpretations
of the term have gained currency
because of the renewed value of
Satan as figurative opposition to God
and normativity in all ways, shapes,
and forms, a cornerstone of public
performances and interventions like
those by Jex Blackmore. This renewal
stays true to what Per Faxneld traces
as the lineage of this practice in Satanic
Feminism: Lucifer as the Liberator of
Woman in Nineteenth-Century Culture,
a conscious desire of straying away
from patriarchal rule by affiliating to
one the most reviled figures in Western
imagination (which resonates with
the recuperation of Lilith as the first
feminist). Lucifer here is bearer of light
rather than manipulator, an enabler of
critical thought and free will, a figure
that outweighs the normative and
contains other forms of living, being,
and feeling. The gesture of associating
female emancipation and the Satanic
willingly makes the fearsome witch
turn revilement into fuel.

“

Rather than serving a new
master, Satan becomes an
excuse for demystifying all
masters...or the need for
them.
This tone is instrumental to the
ways in which the film portrays
the coercive nature of consecrated
life. The exploitative nature of the
unquestioned authority of the Church
over the female body, incarnate in
the priest, is exposed in concrete
ways. Alucarda and Justine are tied
to suffer on crosses for their trespass
only to end up sexualizing Justine’s
torture while searching for the marca
diaboli on her powerless, naked body.

The normalization of these forms
of oppression also brings us back to
Don’t Deliver Us from Evil, with the
creepy reaction of the priest to Anne’s
confession about having seen two
nuns kiss. The glee with which he
listens to her (fake) repentance and
his questions about whether she felt
pleasure at the sight of lesbian erotic
intimacy spell out the way in which
these films were, to a large extent, a
device that provides transgression as
spectacle but can nonetheless hint
at the self-serving nature of some
Church affiliates.

“

The exploitative nature of
the unquestioned authority
of the Church over the female
body, incarnate in the priest,
is exposed in concrete ways.
Regardless of the institutional
backlash they invite, the constant
acts of disobedience that the
characters perform in both films are
transformative in their lives because
of their power as active challenges
to the confinement, policing, and
coercion of the female body. Who says
there cannot be tenderness and desire
for knowledge in a Satanic pact? It is
perhaps the bias that understands a
Satanic pact to be a servile act that
keeps the idea of female agency as an
impossibility in this operation. In both
instances, framing teenage experience
as hysterical or criminal provides a
convenient façade of derangement
that obscures the importance of queer
erotic involvement as a formative
affective experience. In the case
of Alucarda, the characters are not
positioned in an asymmetrical relation
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of power, as they are both introduced
to the occult simultaneously.
The potent experience of female
community through the occult also
splits the life of both characters into
a ‘before’ and ‘after’: compliance is
superseded by female rebelliousness.
In the Satanic pact where they share
a lingering kiss and caress each
other in the nude, touch becomes an
essential part of knowing, implying
then that knowledge can also be
attained through the flesh, in defiance
to Christian belief in the purity of
the soul tainted by the imperfect
body. They are also introduced to the
ultimate female community: a coven
that dances around their embrace.
Against this backdrop, the Satanic pact
is a return to female community and a
direct middle finger to normativity.
In this understanding, and in the
most evident way possible, the
erotic and loving entanglement
between Alucarda and Justine fulfill
the fear of non-phallic sexuality that
Linda Williams identifies in “When
the woman looks,” amplifying the
liberating potential of female intimacy
and the erotic bond of the blood
pact, privileging female subjectivity
to unveil the real threat: female
emancipation.

The foreboding home is a recurring
theme in the gothic tradition, most
often reflecting or affecting some
level of terror in relation to a female
character, as one who is more
conventionally tied to the domestic
space. The haunted house trope
borrows from this tradition, toying
with its inhabitants with its duality as
a place of safety and comfort, but also
as a site of danger and entrapment.
The walls that shelter these characters
also contain secrets, so that one of
two main narratives emerge: either
a character is compelled to discover
or repeat a terrible past injustice,
or they are pursued by their own
persistent histories. In both cases,
there is a transformation whereby the
character’s psychological, emotional,
and physical state suffers, withers,
or decays (see The Amityville Horror
(1979), The Changeling (1980),
Poltergeist (1982), The Others (2001),
What Lies Beneath (2000), The
Conjuring (2013), Marrowbone (2018),
and so on). As the house’s dark
presence takes hold of the character,
others experience or are the target of
their loved one’s drastic change: flaring
tempers, erratic or irksome behaviour,
odd fixations or hallucinations, a
fevered compulsion to investigate
without concern for themselves or
those around them, and, in many
cases, violent backlash. But, really,
who wouldn’t be transformed in some
way when contending with bleeding
walls, disembodied voices, or ghostly
encounters?
The Shining (dir. Stanley Kubrick,
1980)
When we think of a character who
is inadvertently drawn into the

Something’s Not Right
With This House
by Gina Freitag
“It was a house without kindness, never meant to be lived in,
not a fit place for people, or for love, or for hope.”
— Shirley Jackson, The Haunting of Hill House
supernatural agenda of the house they
inhabit, one classic that inevitably
comes to mind is Jack Torrance (Jack
Nicholson) in The Shining. While not
strictly a haunted house per se, The
Overlook Hotel is temporarily home
to the Torrances over the cold winter
months as writer Jack wrestles with
his manuscript while his wife, Wendy
(Shelley Duvall), and son, Danny
(Danny Lloyd), putter around and tend
to off-season maintenance.

“

Either a character is compelled to
discover or repeat a terrible past
injustice, or they are pursued by
their own persistent histories.
Soon after settling into the resort
high up in the isolated mountains
of Boulder, Colorado, both Jack and
Danny encounter a strange presence
which beckons to them, and causes

Jack to lose touch with reality. Vivid
and terrifying hallucinations become
more frequent, with one figment, in
particular, goading Jack to commit
terrible acts that mirror past horrors.
All of this culminates in the famous
chase sequence where Jack pursues
his wife and son with a gleaming axe
and murderous intent. When Wendy
realizes her attempts to reach Jack
(and outside help) are futile, she and
Danny escape the hotel and manage
to trap the stark raving mad Jack in
the confusing depths of the hotel’s
renowned hedge maze. Jack dies of
exposure during his hunt, a look of
empty rage freezing upon his face. Jack
succumbs entirely to the influence of
the hotel and its hauntings, becoming
unrecognizable and irredeemable to
his family.

Stir of Echoes (dir. David Koepp, 1999)
The
haunted
house
narrative
works well in the context of small
families. Another case in point: Stir of
Echoes. Set in and around a recently
renovated Chicago home, the film
features another father and son unit
both affected by supernatural forces:
the disillusioned musician-turnedelectrical-worker Tom (Kevin Bacon),
whose mind becomes susceptible to
strange apparitions after he submits
to his sister-in-law’s hypnosis session
at a party; and his young son, Jake
(Zachary David Cope).
From the party onward, Tom
experiences weird noises and
startling visions unseen by his wife
but occasionally glimpsed by his son,
who is already imbued with an eerie
sixth sense like Danny Torrance. Tom

becomes consumed by his visions of
a local missing teen, transforming into
an agitated, sleepless mess. He lashes
out at his family and tears apart his
own property to pinpoint the root
of the ghostly messages. Only in
uncovering the teen’s body bricked
up in the basement wall and, in turn,
his neighbours’ conspiracy to hide the
brutal circumstances of her murder,
is Tom finally able to find peace.
Unlike Jack in The Shining, Tom’s
transformation is temporary and does
not implicate him in the crimes that
his haunted home conceals. However,
as the final sequence indicates, his
son’s supernatural ability persists.

“

But, really, who wouldn’t be
transformed in some way when
contending with bleeding walls,
disembodied voices, or ghostly
encounters?
Lovely Molly (dir. Eduardo Sánchez,
2011)
The newlywed couple in Lovely
Molly aren’t lucky enough to escape
unscathed. Tension builds between
Molly (Gretchen Lodge) and her
husband Tim (Johnny Lewis) after
they move into her childhood home.
Unseen and deeply unsettling forces
stir and wreak havoc on Molly,
both mentally and physically. On
nights spent alone in the old family
homestead while her truck-driver
husband is out on a run, Molly sees
doors rattling and hears a deep, husky
male voice calling to her. She clings
to a handheld camera to keep herself
company and to capture proof of the
strange goings-on around the house.
The strange force keeps her awake at
night, follows her to work, and causes
her to return to an old drug stash
hidden in an old stuffed animal.
Believing the presence to be that
of her deceased father, Molly
unravels before her husband and
her sister’s eyes, adopting bizarre
and violent behaviours: spying on
a neighbourhood girl, exploring the
property and surrounding woods
while humming to herself, luring
the local pastor to his doom after
he pays her a visit out of concern,
and brutally attacking her husband,
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nearly chewing his mouth off in one
instance. Her sister finds her cradling
a dead deer in the cellar, screaming
accusations of killing their father. The
house is imprinted with the horrors
of their childhood, and, before long,
both Molly and her sister are lost to
the world.
The Haunting of Hill House (dir. Mike
Flanagan, 2018)
Similarly, elements of grief and trauma
are prominent factors in the character
transformations in Netflix’s The
Haunting of Hill House. The alluring
yet incredibly foreboding Hill House
sits at the centre of the lingering
memories, nightmares, and psychoses
of the devastated Crain family, whose
paths later in life continue to revolve
around the traumatic and fatal night
long ago that drove them from their
home.
Years earlier, the family moved
into the sprawling estate with the
intention to renovate and resell,
only to find their efforts constantly
thwarted by an unnatural force
already at home within the walls. The
expansive hallways, wings, foyer, and
basement forge a labyrinth shared
by father Hugh (Michiel Huisman),
mother Olivia (Carla Gugino), and
their children, alongside the echoes
of past and still present dangers. The
house simultaneously feeds off of
their fears around control, mortality,
mental illness, addiction, and loss,
and teases out their worst nightmares
until these elements bleed into reality,
following them along streets and into
their bedrooms, inevitably embedding
themselves into the deep recesses of
their souls. It destabilizes the entire
family, one by one, and only when
the surviving members rally together
is the destructive influence of their
former home dismantled.
Whether these characters are drawn
to a new domestic space or returning
to an old one, the correlation
between their psyche and the house’s
disturbing history coalesce, inevitably
leading to a disturbing transformation
as they are forced to either uncover
others’ deadly secrets or to finally
confront their own.

American Horror Story (AHS) is one of
the biggest shows on television. Its
debut season in 2011, titled ‘Murder
House’, opened the door for a wave of
fiction TV horror and, in the following
years, we also saw Hannibal (20132015), Bates Motel (2013-2017), Penny
Dreadful (2014-2016), Sleepy Hollow
(2013-2017), Salem (2014-2017), and
many more. Several died off within
a few seasons, but American Horror
Story is going strong in its 8th season
with a well-earned reputation of wild
violence, shocking sexuality, mindbending plot twists and rampant,
graphic sexual violence that has
polarized viewers from the get-go1.
There is no prior established critical
research on the frequency and
relevance of sexual violence in
American Horror Story. The previous
works that have been done are cultural
reactions to singular instances of
rape, without delving into a nuanced
consideration of sexual violence.
While rape on the show is frequent
enough to make an impact on the
viewer, to understand the impact of
sexual assault, this study considers a
broader definition of sexual violence
that is not limited to rape. Due to the
lack of established critical work on this
topic, I designed my own metrics and
definitions based off similar studies of
rape and violence that fit the scope of
this research.
The only published work on the topic
comes from the University of Utah
and studies the same range of seasons
examined herein (‘Murder House’,
‘Asylum’, and ‘Coven’). Trevor Myrick’s
work in ‘The Horror of Sexual Violence:
Representations of Rape in AHS’2
posits that “In its first three seasons,
the series integrated rape narratives
a whopping eleven times within 38
episodes, with each new episode of
AHS thus having a nearly 29% chance
of representing rape or sexual assault
in some way”. While these numbers
are different than the work calculated
in this paper, Myrick’s point aligns with
the groundwork for this study: there’s
a lot of sexual assault on a show with
millions of viewers, and not much
critical thought on it.
For this research, I identified each
incident of sexual violence by reading
through the script and re-watching

the episodes. Once I identified an
incident, it and every subsequent
mention of it was time-stamped
and described. (Note: I do not count
the incident itself as a mention).
Incidents are then separated into
“on-screen” and “off-screen” as
each representation affects viewers
differently (ie: an explicit visual does
not have the same psychological
effect as a passing verbal mention).
When
identifying what
could
be counted as sexual violence, I
examined interactions that lacked
free & informed consent to those that
involved sexuality or that combined
sex and violence. Not all occurrences
in the study are explicitly penetrative
rape, hence use of the term “incident”I also decided to use “sexual assault”
and “incident” interchangeably to
describe interactions that were
sexually violent in nature but not
specifically rape. American Horror
Story incorporates elements of the
supernatural, meaning that I reviewed
and incorporated sexual violence
that involved the dead, possessed
persons, non-human creatures, and
mind control, all of which challenge
traditional definitions of assault.
Once the incidents were identified, I
calculated the statistics of the genders
involved, fatality rates, character
involvement, and plot. Gender
statistics were calculated by dividing
characters as victim or assailant and
totalling those categories. Character
impact was determined by whether
the individual was changed over the
course of their arc as well as whether
they survived it, and it was estimated
separately from plot impact. If a
character’s behaviour or motives
changed as a result of the incident, it
was determined to have had impact
on a sliding scale. Fatality rates were
counted by unique character (no
repeats), and only in those cases
where the death was a direct result of
the sexual violence.
With every new season, I found new
challenges and aspects of calculating
these statistics that quickly painted
a much more variable portrait of
sexual assault on the show than I had
originally imagined. Once totalled, the
stats for the first three seasons were
unsurprisingly bleak with interesting
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Sexual Violence in

American Horror Story:
‘Murder House’ through ‘Coven’
by Cecilia Abate
individual nuances in each data set.
The connections I was most interested
in were character impact versus plot
impact, as well as the triangulation of
those versus fatality rates. I wanted to
see if cultural impressions of the blasé
treatment of rape in media would be
reflected in the plot impact of each
incident.
The first season was “infidelitythemed” and built much of its
structure off a rape that occurred in
the first episode. ‘Murder House’ had
five incidents3, all on-screen, with
a 63% fatality rate for characters
involved in an incident of sexual
violence. This season had both
the lowest overall sexual violence
incident count and the highest rate of
fatalities. It also had the most straightforward representations of sexual
violence: while there were multiple
incidents that involved a ghost, every
incident had a 1:1 ratio of victims
to assailants, with zero incalculable
incidents. One of the five incidents
had a high plot impact, meaning it was
referenced visually or verbally more
than 6 times after it occurred. All the
rest of the incidents were categorized
as low-impact, meaning they were
referenced fewer than three times.
This demonstrates a crucial imbalance
in the writing: a high amount of onscreen representations and low plot
impact speak to a disregard for that
component of the narrative. This
pattern played out in all three seasons.
Of the first three seasons, the
second, ‘Asylum’, took the cake for
most incidents of sexual violence.
It also introduced a need for an offscreen delineation, as some of the
incidents were explicitly described
but not shown. It had a total of 11
incidents4 with only a 7% fatality rate
for the characters involved—which
can be considered low, considering
the amount of death on the show.
Like ‘Murder House’, ‘Asylum’ also

had a central rape that the show
built off of for the entire season and,
again, this central incident was the
only one with a high impact (more
than six references). One other onscreen incident had medium impact
(three to six references), leaving the
remaining nine incidents of sexual
violence throughout the season as
low to zero plot impact. ‘Asylum’
was more complex to analyze, as
there were instances of possession,
multiple assailants, and incalculable
instances where multiple persons
were mentioned as taking part, but
no definite numbers. This was also
the first time a non-gendered entity
appears on the show, expanding
the study’s observation of gendered
participation.
‘Coven’ had six incidents of sexual
violence: five explicitly shown and
one briefly mentioned. Plot impact for
these incidents was low on average,
with only one high-impact incident,
no medium-impact incidents, and
five low-to-none impact incidents5.
What this concludes is that from
a plot standpoint, the story could
have survived without most of these
assaults.
The singular exception to the trend
was found in this season, with the
gangrape of Madison Montgomery
(Emma Roberts). This was the first
time in the research thus far where
an incident was categorized low
character impact for the victim but
high plot impact overall. The trend has
been towards the reverse: the victim
tends to have had high character
impact, the assailant will have low
character impact, and the overall plot
relevance will be low. ‘Coven’ saw no
ungendered or non-human characters
involved in an assault, although there
were assaults under the influence of
witchcraft, as well as situations with
multiple unnamed or unidentified
persons involved. The death rate for
characters involved was smack in
the middle of both seasons, sitting at
58% fatality for characters involved in
sexual violence.
In the first three seasons of AHS, there
are 22 instances of sexual assault over
38 episodes, meaning that on average,
over half of the episodes will contain
sexual violence. Of these incidents,

16 of 22 were explicitly shown onscreen, which is an arresting number
of visualized sexual violence for just
three seasons. Only one incident in
every season was referenced more
than five times, with the majority being
three times or less. Considering that
the show has continued successfully
for five additional seasons and several
other graphic rape scenes have made
headlines since ‘Coven’ wrapped, it
is safe to hypothesize that the trend
of severe and graphic sexual violence
continues in the seasons that fall
outside of the scope of this project.
More than mere numbers, the
contrast between character impact
and plot impact/references for most
of these incidents is striking. My
research measured character impact
for all parties involved in each incident
against the overall plot impact,
which was measured by references
to the incident. In considering these
numbers, one must remember the
brutality of the majority of these
scenes. Some rape scenes last for
several minutes, which undoubtedly
has a high impact on viewers, let alone
the potential psychological distress
for survivors of sexual assault.
Roughly half of the unique characters
who are affected by sexual violence
are
highly
affected,
meaning
that the incident impacted their
characterization (the way they think or
act) or killed them. In contrast, many
of the incidents in each season have
low plot impact, meaning that even if
a character is largely affected or killed
as a result of the sexual violence, the
overall plot is not impacted; in some
cases, the graphically shown incident
is never even referenced again.
This extraordinary gap may cause
discomfort and cognitive dissonance
for viewers who expected follow-up
for these scenes. According to the
CDC’s National Intimate Partner and
Sexual Violence Study, nearly one in
five women surveyed said they had
been raped or have experienced an
attempted rape. RAINN, the nation’s
largest network for sexual abuse, has
a section of their resources dedicated
to
helping
survivors
navigate
traumatic incidents portrayed in
media: “Portrayals of sexual violence
in movies, television shows, the news,
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and social media can prompt negative
reactions, from flashbacks and anxiety
to feelings of sadness or irritability.”6
With these kinds of figures, as well as
the cultural spotlight on sexual assault
in America, creators have to recognize
that using sexual assault as a poorlyhandled plot device runs the risk of
alienating any survivors watching
—and according to statistics, with
AHS pulling over 3 million viewers
with its 2018 premiere, that’s a lot of
survivors.
It may be hard to reconcile the time
spent watching and experiencing a
rape through a character’s point of
view, only to have it disappear from
the plot entirely once the scene fades
out. This piqued my curiosity—will
this gap between character impact
and plot impact widen, and how
will it tie to the fatality rates? The
fact that ‘Murder House’ has a 58%
fatality rate for characters involved
in sexual violence and yet only one
incident that was referred to more
than six times during the season
speaks volumes about the weight
of rape in the narrative. Considering
cultural attitudes and anxieties about
assault in America, these statistics
suggest the need for greater scrutiny
with regard to the images of rape we
consume on TV. Horror very often
reflects the sociopolitical anxieties
of its age; fears do not exist in a
void, and the way we represent them
in fiction is a strong reflection of
ourselves as a society. This study will
continue to map the impact of sexual
violence in all its forms through until
the show’s conclusion with the goal
of reaching a data-based conclusion
of its relationship and importance to
the plot of the show.

1 https://www.huffingtonpost.com/aaron-barksdale/
a-conflicted-fans-disappo_b_8351748.html
2 https://cdmbuntu.lib.utah.edu/utils/getfile/
collection/honors/id/259/filename/261.pdf
3 ‘Research Packet for Murder House’, Cecilia Abate
2017. facebook.com/horrorscholar
4 ‘Research Packet for Asylum’, Cecilia Abate, 2018.
facebook.com/horrorscholar
5 ‘Research Packet for Coven’, Cecilia Abate, 2018.
facebook.com/horrorscholar
6 ‘Tips For Survivors On Consuming Media’, RAINN.
rainn.org/articles/tips-survivors-consuming-media

about, each sound twisting inside of me and pulling
so that I rocked back and forth on my feet. Eventually,
it tired, or died. I never knew which.

by Jennifer Williams
Monsters aren’t real. That’s what my mother told me
when I was a little girl as I looked under my bed and
peered inside my closet. Monsters aren’t real, she
said, as I woke from nightmares in the dark, tears
staining my plump young cheeks. I would wander our
small home, looking. Because I knew. I knew. I had
only to find them. And found them, I did. In school.
In my neighborhood. At work. Even my mother was
one, though it took me many years to understand
that.

her in the water that swirled down the drain when I
showered. She looked a lot like me. When I returned
home for Christmas I left the bloodied bit of sheet
at the edge of my woods. My second offering to the
monster in the woods.
My first job was in an office in an old building. It
wasn’t anything special. I called people and tried to
get money from them. We said it was for a charity
but I don’t think that was true. Then, one day, there
was a fire. No one got hurt. It had been after hours.
But we were all out of work. I wandered around the
burnt husk a few days later. It still smelled acrid. I
scrunched up my nose as I walked in circles around
it. I pictured my boss as I knelt down to the ground
to touch the soot. I’d met him once. He had a hawk
nose and black eyes and he did not smile. I wondered
if it was really an accident. I didn’t think it was.

When I was a teenager, they found a body in the
woods on the far side by the highway. A woman’s
body. It’s always a woman’s body. My mother
smiled; her embroidery paused in her lap. Outside,
the wind gusted against our house. I chewed at my
thumbnails, worried.
There are woods behind my house. They are not
lovely but they are dark and deep. I thought, if a
monster lived anywhere that is where it would live.
After the news, I got up from the couch and went
outside to look. It was cold and the wind bit at me
with ragged teeth. I drew my sweater tight and
walked to the edge of our yard, taking one small, slow
step after the other. A great cracking sound ripped
the quiet night in two and I tossed the chewed bits
of my fingernails into the dark before turning and
running back to the house. An offering to whatever
beast lived there in the woods.

I used to come outside at lunch to watch the birds.
They would nest in the chimneys and on the rooftop.
I suppose he had thought no one would miss them.
He was wrong.
I pulled a hair from my head and watched it flutter
in the light of the setting sun, glowing orange in the
light. I thought of the little sparrow I’d found when I
was a girl and the way its useless wing had fluttered in
the wind that hot summer day. Just like the fledgling
birds here, it never had a chance.

In college, they said my room was haunted. A girl
had hung herself. Or maybe slit her wrists while
taking a bath. These kinds of stories never went
quite the same, shifting instead like a morbid game
of telephone. My roommate giggled nervously. I did
not.

My mother was the first monster I ever knew.
When I brought the tiny broken bird inside she had
transformed before me. Her face, once beautiful,
grew long and sharp and her eyes narrow. She
snatched it from my cupped hands and marched
out to the edge of the woods as I trailed behind her.
“Dirty things belong in the dirt,” she’d said before
tossing it as far as she could.

I lost my virginity in that room. A classmate rutted
atop me one Saturday night, mindless of my own
pleasure. I bled a little. They say you don’t, but I did. I
stared at it, forgetting about the boy in the bed with
me. I cut the bloodstain from my sheet and saved
it. I thought I heard her, sometimes; the ghost girl.
She sounded like rain against a window. I could see

I cried as I stood there watching, drawing in great
shuddering breaths as snot ran down over my lips.
She wiped her hands on her apron and went back
inside. I stayed, listening. I was not allowed in the
woods. I could hear the rustle of leaves as it moved
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My mother held her love like a weapon, sharp end
aimed at my heart. At night I would hear her whisper,
my bed dipping with her weight. I could never quite
make out the words, for they would leave her mouth
in a sibilant hush. But I could feel her spittle on my
face while I pretended to sleep. She smelled like
sweat and cigarettes and I longed to touch her. I
craved her touch but it was an elusive thing, spared
only in the presence of others.
Now she is dying and I have returned home. I sit
in her chair and read her paper, the ink smudging
my fingers. I drink her coffee. I smoked one of her
cigarettes even though I shouldn’t have; it made me
cough and my eyes water. Upstairs, she is in bed.
Death has made her bold. She tells me of the brother
I never knew I had. She tells me she buried him in
the woods, how it was sunny and warm that day and
he’d be nothing but bones now. She smiles as she
says this. She laughs and it turns into a loud, hacking
cough that spits up blood. When she is done she
says that she would have done the same to me too
had I not been breach. I understood then why she
resented me so.
I go back downstairs and look out the kitchen
window.
Outside, our yard is unkempt and wild. There are
dead lilac bushes and pokeweeds and burdock. I can
see our old clothesline. Its ropes hang loose and the
metal post is rusted. It is another gusty day and a
stray piece of vinyl siding shatters the silence as the
wind tears it free.
I rub my belly low. It echoes pain back at me, pulling
like a chord and beckoning me outside. I know if I go
out there will be no turning back. I will walk into the
woods. I will lie down in the earth to join my brother,
covering myself with the soil. My limbs will fuse to
my body. I will turn in on myself and cloister like a
seed in winter. There, I will grow. And in the spring I
will rise. Beautiful. Terrible. Monstrous. Just like my
mother.
I will go out into the world born anew, with blood on my
lips and the once beating heart of a girl in my chest.
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INVASION OF THE
POD PEOPLE
Horror Podcast Showcase
by Joe Lipsett

A: We have announced films and then had to change it
because the streaming service took it down. We try to
avoid that so that people can watch the films before
listening. Occasionally we plan a month in advance, but
we get a bit nervous when we do that.

don’t usually shy away from nudity, so it’s almost weird
not to talk about it.

We also try to pick movies that “fit together” in one way
or another. If one of us really wants to do one film, we’ll
try and find something that matches it.

A: Real answer though? We’re just super immature.

C: Dan Stevens and The Guest helped a lot, too. Always a
Final Girl fave.

You’ve been in the horror podcasting game for nearly 2.5
years now. Have you seen an evolution in the way the
genre is discussed, particularly when it comes to female
perspectives?

C: Whenever I see something that sparks my interest I’ll
make a note of it or message Aimee about it. Then we just
kind of go from there!

A: I am in a bubble when it comes to what horror fans are
discussing. I have always gravitated towards genre fans
who are excited about the growing number of films with
realistic and favorable portrayals of women, so I’m not
sure that I’ve personally witnessed an evolution there. It
seems like this discussion is happening more and more
across all genres now, which is really wonderful.

One of my favourite parts of the show is the banter between
the two of you, particularly when you a) disagree and/
or b) when you’ve been drinking. How do you think your
relationship winds up informing the podcast?

When we’re not watching horror movies, we’re listening to women talk
about them! This month, we’re spotlighting Aimee Wikum
& Carly Wasserstein of Final Girls Horrorcast.
Listen: https://finalgirlshorrorcast.blog/

C: We had kept in touch via social media and I would post
about horror stuff I was doing in LA and we’d have a little
back and forth. When Aimee approached me about doing
a podcast I really had no idea what that would entail…
At the time the only podcasts I ever listed to were This
American Life and Jay and Silent Bob Get Old, but I was so
excited about it. I’m so grateful that she thought of me!

How do you describe the podcast
to new listeners who may not know
what to expect? (ie: what’s the
elevator pitch?)
Aimee: We are just two horror
fans that get together each week
to discuss a pair of horror films
that are available on streaming platforms. Sometimes we
do research, but usually we just mess around.

How did you settle on the title Final Girls?
A: Oh man, we went back and forth on it a few times…
I think one of our first names was Stream Queens or
something like that. Carly suggested Final Girls, which
I hadn’t even thought of it because I was sure someone
would had taken it already. There was another show called
Final Girls, but they only had a couple episodes from a few
years before. Thank goodness for that or else we would
have had a lot of inappropriate jokes thrown our way as
the Stream Queens, I’m sure…

In reality, I don’t really go around pitching the show to
people. If they listen that’s great, but marketing is not
really something we care about.
Carly: Yeah, I really don’t pitch the show either! If someone
asks me, I tell them that my friend and I watch and talk
about streaming horror flicks every week. And it’s a blast.
You’ve talked briefly on the show about how you were
acquaintances in college and then came together to make a
horror podcast. Can you elaborate on the origin story? What
made you come together to talk about horror?
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What are your favourite films or franchises to recommend to
horror (or new to the genre) devotees? Has working on the
podcast affected these choices?

C: The dynamic of our relationship has changed a lot
from when we started (in a great way!) At the beginning
we were both more diplomatic and we didn’t want to
offend each other. My favourite interactions are when we
either don’t agree on something OR when we agree on
something that we don’t like. We can go on forever!

A: It really depends on the person. Subgenres are super
important to us horror fans. We gravitate towards
some and stay away from others. I typically try to figure
out what horror films someone likes before making
recommendations. I do tend to recommend modern
horror films, though because a lot of people are missing
out on some great films that aren’t being released in
theatres. The Ritual, The Endless, and Revenge are some
newer 2018 releases I’ve recommended recently.

A: As for the drinking...it may seem like we’re big drinkers,
but the reality is that I barely drink. When we record that’s
my glass of wine for the week. I’m a total lightweight,
hence the constant stumbling over words (at least that’s
my excuse).

C: Yeah, it truly does depend on the person! I ask a ton
of questions before I make a recommendation. I need to
know if they’re new to the genre and what kind of movies
they like in general. I generally recommend things that
I’ve seen streaming recently. The podcast certainly helps
with that.

C: Haha, it’s so true! On Aimee’s recommendation I go to
Trader Joe’s and get the little cans of wine. A four pack
lasts me at least a month!
My other favourite part of Final Girl is your endless
appreciation for the male figure, with particular emphasis
on the peen. Where did this long running joke come from?

Walk me through your process: how do you decide which
films to discuss and how to match them up?

A: HA! I love this question. We were trying to remember
how the peen conversations started and couldn’t
remember. It’s likely something we blurted out one
episode and kept going. Even going back to our first
episode, though, we are awfully pervy.

A: Ha! Process… you’re funny. For the most part we decide
right before we announce it on the show. It’s hard to keep
up because movies are always being added and taken
down, so it’s really hard to plan in advance.

C: Oh my gosh, I wish I could even remember… Oh, I
do! I think it was on one of our “Let’s Make a Monster
Episodes”. I just remember dropping the word “peen” a lot
and it just kind of stuck.

C: What’s streaming is always changing so it’s definitely an
adventure! It keeps us on our toes!

A: It’s fun to talk openly about how people are hot. It’s
not just dudes either; we openly discuss how amazingly
gorgeous a lot of the women are, too. Horror movies

C: I remember Stream Queens! I had almost forgotten that!

A: I had very few real life friends that really loved the
genre. Most of my friends that love horror are in bands
or had other hobbies that took up their time. When I
found out you could produce a podcast with someone
who didn’t live near you, I instantly thought of Carly. She
was one of the only people I knew personally that posted
about horror films on a regular basis. When I asked her,
she jumped at it. I was really surprised because at the time
we had barely spoken in 10 years.

A: I have a pretty big personality and I am opinionated.
Carly can keep up and roll with the punches, so that helps
a lot. Our friendship had really grown throughout the
show, so our level of comfort with each other helps to
ease any confrontations.

Finally, what other podcasts would you encourage fans of
Final Girls to seek out?
A: We really love our Modern Horrors family so I
recommend all the shows on that network. Otherwise:
Test Pattern, The Faculty of Horror, The Horror Show, Horror
Business, and Nightmare Junkhead are not only great shows
hosted by good people, they have been wonderfully
supportive of us. Non-horror recommendations include
The Cutaways (which is similar to us, but with rom-coms)
and also Buffering the Vampire Slayer… because Buffy.
C: I’m fairly simple when it comes to the podcast game
(I still listen to This American Life). I’m also a fan of true
crime podcasts like My Favorite Murder! I usually look to
Aimee to suggest podcasts for me to listen to, so I will
second her recommendations.
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to mistrust. Religion is ripe for the
picking with this subject matter in
scary movies because it’s taking those
fears and forcing the audience to really
confront them.

Bless Your
(Hellbound) Heart

The Scared Sacred series includes a
prolegomenon from Doug Bradley, famed
for playing Pinhead in the Hellraiser
franchise. How did he come on board?

by Suri Parmar

Who doesn’t love a rousing religious horror film? Matthew McConnaghey serving
up blood-spattered uprightness in Frailty (2001)? Or Black Phillip’s demonic
recruiting ploy in The VVitch (2015), preceding pyramid schemes by a few
hundred years? To name a few. House of Leaves Publishing takes our fascination
with the gory and godly to another level. Their latest series, Scared Sacred:
Idolatry, Religion and Worship in the Horror Film (2019), combines critical postmortems with Medieval wood-cut illustrations to impart a sinister state of mind.
Sharing their thoughts, House of Leaves’ editor and Creative Director Rebecca
Booth, editor Erin Thompson, and editor and Managing Director RF Todd provide
a peek at their print offerings and dissect why spiritually spine-tingling movies
like the Hellraiser franchise are so dang frightening.
What inspired you to create House of
Leaves Publishing? Do you have any
specific goals for the press?
RB: On a personal level, the limitations
within higher education—particularly in
the Humanities—very much informed
my decision to create House of Leaves. I
completed two years of a PhD in Cultural
Studies having secured a partial bursary
for my doctoral study. I needed to work
full-time to support myself and was
unable to integrate into the academic
network—which severely hindered my
career opportunities—and so I made
the difficult decision to withdraw from
my studies. Since leaving academia I
contributed to several entertainment
websites and printed publications, and
was acutely aware of the disconnect
between academic study and careers in
the cultural sector.
Making academia accessible and
inclusive is extremely important to us
and, in terms of goals, has become our
mission statement at House of Leaves.
How was your recent series conceived?
RT: Scared Sacred was conceived from
a mutual interest in horror cinema
across the editorial team, as well as my
personal interest in Biblical history.
RB: The incredibly complex relationship

between religion and the horror film
has always fascinated me and I wasn’t
aware of a similar critical collection;
in addition to the recent return to
religious horror in mainstream cinema,
it made complete sense for our first
book to cover this subject. Erin was the
first person that came to mind when we
started to formulate initial ideas, and we
were thrilled when she joined the team.
The anthology grew from there, with an
incredible array of writers specialising
in this area of history and film criticism.
ET: We were really excited about what
to include and almost immediately
generated a sizable list of films to
explore. We realized we had a series
on our hands because there’s a lot to
discuss. We wanted to be tour guides,
exploring religion, idolatry and worship
throughout the world in relationship
to horror cinema. It was therefore
very important to us to make sure we
presented multiple religions and not
just the usual exclusive treatment of
Christianity or paganism.
Why do you think so many scary movies
are framed around theology?
ET: It really comes down to fear of
the unknown and trying to own the
anxieties that come from that area
of the human psyche. Religion often
comes from a place of trying to explain
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subjects that are difficult to understand;
many polytheistic religions—practiced
from ancient Sumer to the British
Isles—have gods that reign over one
specific act or event, from sickness to
death to the weather. There’s a very
human need to explain and understand
the world around us, and when we have
trouble doing so, we tend to seek out
larger reasons for that which we cannot
control. Enter religion, which gives both
comfort and unease to the practitioner
for a variety of reasons. At its core,
religion is a series of explanations and
rules that clue us in on the forbidden
nature of things just outside our grasp.

RB: One of my chapters charts the
development of the Hell Priest—often
referred to as “Pinhead”—across the
Hellraiser mythology. In it, the portrayal
of the figure in Clive Barker’s seminal
novella The Hellbound Heart (1986)
is analysed against further literary
instalments, as well as the cinematic
translation of the character and its
further evolution across popular
culture. I argue that, as an inversion
of the traditional mediatory role of
the clergyman, the Hell Priest is truly
the last sin eater; he does not absolve
sin but feeds upon it as he condemns
and collects souls. Taking into account
the character’s human backstory in
relation to several tangential storylines
within the franchise, I explore Hellraiser

mythology as the Hell Priest’s own
purgatory. Who therefore could
be more suited to write the book’s
foreword than Doug Bradley?
We reached out to Doug with all the
details associated with the book and
he agreed to come on board. He is
absolutely lovely and a beautiful writer.
I’d read several interviews with him and
he is always eloquent in expressing his
thoughts on the evolution of the genre,
and so passionate about the character
and how the Hell Priest has shaped his
career. His book Behind the Mask of the
Horror Actor is a must-have for horror
fans, and I can’t wait to share his words
in our book; reading his foreword for
the first time was truly inspirational.
What are your plans for the press going
forward?
RT: In terms of Scared Sacred, From the
Secular to the Sect: Cults in the Horror
Film is the next volume in this small
series, which will be co-edited by Grim’s
own Valeska Griffiths. To allow some
breathing space between the first and
second Scared Sacred instalments, we

It’s the latter part of that equation that
truly drives horror cinema; framing a
scary movie around theology is a great
way to tap into so many of those fears
that are simultaneously primal and
socially shaped. Some of what gets
explored is deeply troubling on many
levels; possession is typically presented
as an innocent person losing their
faculties to something that only wants
to hurt and destroy; the thought of
landing in a hell of your own making for
all eternity means you’ll be punished
for just leading your life and making
decisions; and then there’s my personal
favourite, the demonic child, which
capitalizes on the fear that something
we take as an absolute—the sweet
innocence of a little kid—is something
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have an interim book scheduled for
release in early 2020. Filtered Reality:
The Progenitors and Evolution of the
Contemporary Found Footage Horror
Film is co-edited by Chris Hallock
(contributor to Yuletide Terror: Christmas
Horror on Film & Television; Atlantic West
Effects: The Deformities of Gabe Bartalos;
and If I Only Had a Brain: Scarecrows in
Film & Television; and author of the
forthcoming Hoodlums, Hitmen, and
Hillbillies: The Professional Villainy of Billy
Drago). Filtered Reality is segmented into
two sections, charting the progenitors
of the found footage horror film across
several platforms, including epistolary
novels, Le Théâtre du Grand-Guignol,
radio, television, and public safety
films, before exploring the genesis,
development, and resulting sub-genres
associated with the contemporary
found footage film. We can’t wait to
reveal more about the contributors and
our plans.
Learn more about House of Leaves
Publishing: www.holpublishing.com.
Follow them on Twitter: @HoL_Publishing.

by Zack Long

Technology, Monstrosity, and
Reproduction in Twenty-First
Century Horror

Horror Films By Subgenre:
A Viewer’s Guide
Chris Vander Kaay & Kathleen
Fernandez-Vander Kaay
McFarland

Kimberly Jackson
Palgrave Macmillan
From the videotape that kills you seven days after you’ve
watched it, to the website that kills you for logging in, the
memory kept alive through photographs and the end of
patriarchy’s role in the reproductive process, technology
has a place of prominence within the horror genre. If we
are the creators of technology, then why is it that we’re so
utterly terrified at its possibilities? What does it say about
us as a species? And, most important of all, what does it
say about our future?

Of all the elements that come together to create a film, none
is more important than light. The images on the screen, the
reality we are peering into, would not exist if not for the
light captured during production and later projected. It is
fitting, then, that Horror Films by Subgenre: A Viewer’s Guide
by Chris Vander Kaay and Kathleen Fernandez-Vander
Kaay begins with an exploration of light. Shown through a
prism, all the colours of the light beam reveal itself; in the
minds of the authors, the horror genre is a beam of light,
each subgenre one of the colours.

These are the questions that Kimberly Jackson sets out
to answer in Technology, Monstrosity, and Reproduction
in Twenty-First Century Horror (TMR for short). Over
the course of 150 pages, Jackson examines The Ring
(2002) and Feardotcom (2002); Scream (1996-2011) and
The Cabin in the Woods (2012); The Blair Witch Project
(1999), Cloverfield (2008) and Paranormal Activity (20072011); Dark Water (2005) and The Forgotten (2004); and
Prometheus (2012) and Splice (2009). Each film grouping
is used to examine a common topic: metahorror and
simulation; the viral image; the image as eye; memory,
pregnancy and the technological archive; and the end of
patriarchy. To say that Jackson digs deep into each of her
topics would be a horrendous understatement: Jackson
doesn’t just examine these topics, she uses a scalpel (and
an impressive amount of research) to dissect them with
authority, care, and precision.

Breaking the genre down into 75 subgenres, Horror
Films by Subgenre is nothing if not extensive. Each entry
features an introduction, a few elements that are common
across the subgenre, and a handful of recommendations
that best represent it. Despite being over 250 pages, the
structure of the book makes it incredibly easy for the
horror connoisseur to research and expand their subgenre
knowledge. Pillars of horror like found footage films
and slasher movies get covered but so do lesser known
subgenres such as basement horror, tool horror, and
swamp horror, making this the most comprehensive book
on horror subgenres to date.
My favourite aspect of Horror Films by Subgenre is the
poetic and metaphoric language used to introduce each
subgenre. Rather than a history of the subgenre, or even
a simple description of what it entails, the introductions
explore the philosophical underpinnings and the deep
psychological roots that connect us to these stories. From
our fears of the transience of carnies to the past we hide
away in our basements, each introduction provides a
valuable examination of why we fear what we do and what
it means for us as human beings.

An academic film studies volume, TMR is a unique book
that manages to extend beyond its subject matter. Upon
finishing the volume, readers may discover that a deep
meditation is in order to fully grasp the implications of
its findings—the book doesn’t just talk about these films,
it demands a contemplation on what they say about
our society and, more broadly speaking, technological
progress as a whole. Rare is the book that achieves this
extrapolation. Rarer, still, is the book that leaves this
reviewer in genuine fear of what it points to.

Horror Films by Subgenre is not just a catalogue of movies
one should watch. It is a deeply reflective consideration of
the horror genre we all love, broken down into the beams
of colour that pull us in with their ominous beauty.
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Dear Countess Valencia
Countess Valencia is a certified Gothic therapist, an interior decorator with
a soft spot for spooky, and a 6000-year-old Vampire-Canadian with more
opinions than she knows what to do with. In each issue of Grim, her advice
column will tackle timeless dilemmas and dish out practical solutions.

I used a Ouija board last month and the ghosts
haven’t left since. What’s the most polite way to
tell them to get out of my house?

My landlord complains about the volume of my
monthly rituals, but I can’t summon my preferred
demons with whispers! Who is right?

Neophyte! What have you done? Let me guess:
you watched the Sabrina Christmas special and
thought it would be fun to party with the dead.
You should not have been doing that without
the proper knowledge! We must clean up this
mess. Firstly, are they benevolent or malevolent
spirits? If they are being pesky or annoying,
you cannot be polite. Feel free to cast a circle,
smudge the hell out of that baby, and order it to
go. If you’re still having problems, find someone
who is more experienced. If the spirits are nice,
let them be. You brought Great Aunt Agnes
back, so you must deal with the consequence of
her knitting spectral doilies all night.

This is tough. We creatures of the night need
to have confident expressions of our craft.
I remember back in the spring of 1587, we
were celebrating Dionysus. Our invocations
were apparently too loud, which prompted the
guards tell us to be quiet. There was no way
that was going to happen, so we just decided to
eat them instead. However, I don’t think eating
your landlord is an option nowadays. There are
certain things you can compromise on, but this
is not one. You must make him understand the
importance of your rituals, or sadly you will have
to consider finding a new lair. Your milkshake
should be bringing all of the deities to your yard!

RAYNA SLOBODIAN

Have a question for Countess Valencia? Need advice about the spookier side of life?
Submit your queries via the contact form at www.anatomyofascream.com.
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CLASSIFIEDS
Commercial & Residential
Real Estate
Is your apartment haunted? Do you
want it to be? Doc crew looking for
primed-for-possession location to
contact the otherworldly. Have board,
will travel. Contact Sunit (666) 4532881.
USED COFFIN, silky blood red interior,
extra soft head pillow. One owner, pet
& smoke free home. Slept in a handful
of times. Never seen the light of day.

Services - Offering
Don’t fall victim to monster-hunting
scams or inferior beast-removal
services. I’m the real deal. Contact
Rick at (666) 749-0003 for affordable
& effective monster-hunting guaranteed.
Need to hex a frenemy? I’m all about
that life! Custom-cast curses available
five days a week! Call Annie at (666)
749-8202 & leave a message!
Experienced theremin player available
to perform anywhere in the tri-city
area. Make your next party, séance, or
alien autopsy 100% spookier! Contact
Ji-yeon at (666) 828-6289.

Services - Seeking

Romantic Encounters

ISO of Latin language connoisseur need help translating a few obscure
texts. Will pay in gold. Call Nadine
(666) 808-4217.
Crime scene clean-up needed! Timing
of crimes negotiable. Call Priyanka or
Lita: (666) 455-8123. Fair rates!!!

Jobs
EXPERIENCED,
FEARLESS
&
DISCREET BOOKBINDER NEEDED!
Must have at least 2 years experience
working with cursed documents & an
ambiguous moral code. Contact: Ada
(666) 281-4113.

Buying & Selling
Looking to free up some space in my
cramped apartment. Have several
haunted items looking for good
home, including: a keyboard that
plays by itself, a radio that changes
its own channels, and a locket that
will move itself around your space. All
items come with their respective and
benevolent spirit who may or may not
be interesting in moving. Call Kosal
(666) 845-2232.

“Alexandra West is one of the most brilliant
minds working in the field of film studies
today. The fact that she devotes her
considerable intellect to our little bloody
corner of the film world is truly a gift. If you
have any love for the 90s or simply want
to know why some of us find the decade so
appealing, pick up THE 1990s TEEN HORROR
CYCLE.”
- Jeff Schmidt, Nightmarish Conjurings

Young-looking, middle-aged, waterbound female looking for handsome
lad with boat who can quench my
thirst (if you know what I mean). All
inquiries welcomed.

Humans for Humans
Saw you out of the corner of my eye
while walking thru the park on 7th.
You: Shy, sticking to the shadows,
wearing all black, seemingly out of
focus, but keeping pace with me and
whispering sweet nothings. Tell me
how many dogs howled when we
passed the church so I’ll know its you.
PLACE YOUR FREE ‘HUMANS FOR
HUMANS’ AD via the Contact Form at
anatomyofascream.com.

Available at Amazon
and McFarland Books.

We’re a female-run, queer-positive horror
entertainment and lifestyle site offering reviews,
analyses, and humour with a feminist perspective.

Follow us on Twitter & Instagram: @aoas_xx
Join us at: facebook.com/anatomyofascream

A monthly interactive screening series
in Toronto, featuring genre films, special
guests & panel discussions.
Find our events:
facebook.com/anatomyofascream

